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COURT RESUMES ON 9 AUGUST 1988.

MR CHASKALSON : My Lord, I want now to turn to deal with

the provisions of section 69(4) of the Internal Security Act

and the first general submission I make to your lordship in

regard to the construction of this section, that it is a

drastic provision which renders admissible evidence in

criminal proceedings which would otherwise be inadmissible

and in accordance with the ordinary principles of interpreta-

tion, the section should therefore be interpreted as far as

possible with as little deviation from the common lav as (10)

is ccr.sister.t with the Ur.cucce of the statute. I thir.•-: th'-1

is a veil rerocr.it;:.*. proposition. It is dealt with by Eteyr.

in I'.tlec van Watte at paces 6" tc i GO.

COURT : W n i z h edition?

MR CHASKAL5"N : I have the fifth edition. I an not sure

whether it is the latest. I an informed that it is. There

is a subsidiary preposition which goes with it, which Steyn

refers tc at pace 100 which - that there should be a strict

construction cf previsions, statutory provisions which confer

C- extraordinary rights. Our submission to your lordship is UC)

that section 69 indeed does confer extraordinary rights upon

the state.

Can I perhaps look first at the generale framework of

the section before I turn to deal with eac'n one of the separate

provisions. It. provides, as your lordship knows, that in ar."

prosecution fcr an offence in terns of the internal security

act - it is also an application to civil proceedings as well,

arising frc~ the application of the act, any document, record,

book, pamphlet or other publication or written instrument,

first of all which has been found in or removed from the (30)

possession/...
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possession, custody or control of the accused or any party

to the proceedings and then secondly from any person who was

an officer or a member or an active supporter of an organisa-

tion of which the accused or the said party is alleged to

have been an office bearer or officer or member of supporter.

So, immediately, we are taken into documents with which the

accused personally may have no knowledge and may have had

no contact with at all and then in subsection (b) it deals

with documents which have been found in or removed from any

office or other premises occupied or used at any time before (10

^ cr after the corr.rr.er. cement of this act by any crg£r:isct:cr.

cf which the accused or the £=ia pariy is alleged to be cr

tc have beer. ar. office bearer cr merrier cr active supporter

a.r.z I pause tc pc int. cue that the cccurr.er.t dees not need zz

have anything tc cc with the organisation or the organisaticr.' s

affairs ar.d as I should show your lordship later it would

a?P^j" f°r instance to a newspaper found in an office or a

Jetter written to somebody which is left lying in the office

or ir.deed a letter addressed to somebody in their official

v̂ " capacity as an office bearer. The point I make there is, i2C)

it dees not need - it is not a document of the crgar.isaticn.

' It is a document found at a place where the organisation

has had an office, irrespective of whether the organisation

itself is responsible for that document or not and then the

third one which is more akin to the criminal procedure act

provisions which on the face has beer, compiled, kept, main-

tained, used, by or on behalf of the organisation.

I arr. going tc come back to look at some cf the particular

problems associated with the application of the section, but

car. I first of all turn to the reference in section €9 (4). (30)

It/...
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It refers to any document book, record, pamphlet or other

publication or written instrument. Your lordship will see

that in section 1 of the act there are definitions of both

document and publication and as usual, the definition provides

that unless the context of the act otherwise indicates, these

definitions shall apply and if we turn to the definitions

thecselves, we see immediately that they cannot apply because

the - for instance the word document is defined as including

any book, pamphlet, record, list, placard and a number of

other things. If it were intended that the word .document (10)

she:I z carry its ordinary - the cefir.ee "ear.ir.c, t~r.tr. the

sec:;:r. vculd r.cz have said co~ur;er.t, reccrd, beck, parr.phlet

or cir.er publication, because they are already embraced within

the definition of" the were document and under publication v**e

find the sar.e thine. Publication means any newspaper, m=r=nine ,

parpr.let, handbill cr pester and other things. Sc, it seer.s

fro- the context that this is one of these instances in which

the legislature was using the words in their .ordinary meaning

and net in their defined meaning. I do net think for the

purposes of this part of the argument that anything turns cn<20)

thai, because I think that the material with which we are

concerned new, the publications and the minutes and the

pamphlets and sc on, would within the ordinary meaning of

these words fall within the ordinary language of section 6r (4)

which refers to any document, book, record, p&r-.phlet or cthf •

publication.

But there are a number of problems which arise with regard

to the application of that section to the facts cf the case.

First, can the section be construed -as referring to part of

a publication or part of a document, because anongst the (3C)

multitude/...
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multitude of paper put before your lordship are a number of

instances in which the documents or the pamphlets or whatever

they might be, on the face of them do not appear to be cor-

plete and it is our submission to your lordship that the

section should not be construed as applying to parts of a

publication or parts of a document and there would be good

reason for adopting such a construction- First it could be

extremely prejudicial to the accused if a portion of a document

only is admitted, because if that were to happen, statements

mace in the document would be wrenched out. of their context(lO)

and :r.e wcuic need tc know the entire toe.-; cr publication

or p=_T.phlet, whatever it r.ay be, to be arle tc evaluate th£t

evidence. For instance there ecu Id be on oa~es i c7.c. 2 cis -

clsir.ers which have sect what appears en paces 3, 4 and 5

and if only paces 3, 4 and 5 are found, cr.e would not kr.cw

of that. There may be contradictory statements in other

parts of the document which, if they were read together,

would affect the use that night be ir.ace'of the document

and if the section were intended to render admissible, only

v- part of a book or part of a document, the legislature = 20)

could easily have said so and indeed there is an example

in which the legislature has done that. It is in a different

section, it is not of this statute, but in section 47(2) cf

the publications act, number 42 of 1974 under the definition

of ur.desirable, we find that the legislature defines the

meaning of that were for the purposes of that act as any

publication or object, film, publication cr intended publica-

tion, shall be deeded desirable as if it or any part of it.

There was no reason why the legislature should not have said

any document or part of a document or any book or part of i 3 0)

a/...
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a book if that had been its intention and we submit to your

lordship that insofar as fragmented documents have been placed

before your lordship, they do not fall within the provisions

of section 69(4) and for that reason alone they should not

be received. I think it is in the definition of document

if I could take back that point. Your lordship will see

that in defining documents in the internal security act the

legislature specifically refers to section 47 of the publi-

cations act which is the section I read. I read section 47(2),

the legislature refers to section 47(1). So, it was (10)

n.indful, cr.e would cssur.e, of that cist inctien, but let -~

r.cv :urr. tc se:ti:r. 6 9 zc subp-£ragrazh (a) c: se:t;cr. £9U .

It deals with docu.-er.ts found ir. the possession of the

accused and it deals with the coc"i"er.tE found in the pcsse-sic:

cf ether persons and I want to deal with the section which

deals with that part of the provision that deals with other

persons. It is any person- who was at any time before or

after the corzr.encenent of this act an office bearer or

officer or member. The submission that we make to your

Q lordship is that that section means tr.at the person must 11-)

have been an office bearer or officer or a aerier cr an

active supporter cf the organisation at the tine of the

finding. Otherwise there would be no nexus whatever between

the finding of the cccuir.ent and the accused. There would

be r.c nexus between the person in whose possession the

document was four.d. and the accused at the time of the find.ric..

Let me give your lordship an example. Assume that a document

is found ir. the possession of A. Ten veers later A joins

an organisation cf which the accused is a member. The act

of joining the organisation cannot render admissible the (30)

document/.. .
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docunent which was inadmissible when it was found.

COURT : What do you say to the words have been? The said

party is or have been? Is alleged to be or to have been an

office bearer, officer or a member or an active supporter.

It is alleged he has been an active supporter.

MR CEASKALSON : No, the accused has been.

COURT ; Or the party.

MR CEASKALSON : No, the party refers back not to the person

in whose possession it was found. The party refers back tc

the civil proceedings. (10)

C-'-'̂ ~ : Ch yes, that is the secer.d pcrtior. of it.

MK CK.-.SK.-.ISON : Yes. One car. understand that, ecause I

a- crir.c tc deal with what is mear.t ir. regard re slleced in

that context a little bit later ir. my argu-er.t, because the

document has get tc be relevant tc thai allegation and one

can use the document for the purposes cf establishing that

allegation. That provides the nexus itself, but it will be

a remarkable si-uation if a person has a document and that

the way it becomes admissible is that many years later that

persen joins the organisation. The very least one would (20i

expect, it is a very far reaching provision as I am going to

shov your lordship, as we start looking at the different

aspects of it and the very least one would expect is a con-

struction which narrows it to the reason which would exist.

The cr.iy reason why it would be admissible is that the •

legislature has said well, if you are s member or active

suppcrter and you have certain documents, those can be used

against the accused in certain circumstances. It does not

contemplate persons who are not members or active supporters

who have possession of particular documents which were (30)

found/...
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found in their possession, that those documents can be used.

So, one then asks oneself veil, what was the state of affairs

at the time of the finding because that is what is crucial

and of course if that be the correct construction, it becomes

necessary for the state to show at the time of the finding

... (Court intervenes)

CODRT : Why would the section say at any stage, at any time

before or after the commencement of this act? Why would the

section not say at the time of the finding? It is much easier

KR CHASKALSON : I have got to look at that provision. (10)

Are ycur lordship loc-kir.g ... (Court, ir.terver.es)

CC'-'7T : At ar.y tir.e, before cr after the corr-.er.rerr.er:- of

t.-.s a

>•?: C HAS KALE ON : Yes, that si-ply -ear.s that if the docun-er.t

was fo-r.c. It is tc indicate that the section is intended

tc apply in a sense retrospectively.

COURT : Why does it net merely say which was at such time?

KR CHASKALSON : Because in accordance with - well, it is

to r.ake clear that a document found before the ccrjr;enceiaer.t

of that act would fall within the purview of the section (30)

if it is otherwise within the terms of the section, but it

does not assist your lordship in deciding the second ques-

tion. The nexus would exist, the nexus which I suggest to

ycur lordship is the fundamental nexus exists whether the act

had been passed or net and the admissibility of the document

has got nothing to do with - it is an evidential provision.

It is not as it were a criminal liability provision. So,

that nexus, if the nexus has to be there, exists whether the

act has commenced or not and all that the statute is saying

is that you will construe this as applying to any proceedings (3

which/...
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which have been brought, whether the finding took place before

or after the conunencement of the act, as long as the factual

state of affairs exists and our submission to your lordship

is that that factual state of affairs must exist and it is

for the state to prove that it does exist.

I have already addressed argument to your lordship on

the meaning of the word organisation. I cannot usefully add

anything to what I have said on that. Your lordship has giver,

a ruling on that already and I do not - I cannot really add

anything.. I have said all that I can possibly say on that.110)

CPU" : Where dc you find tha: ruling? r.a.:e you get a c-;::>

reference tc it?. I can lock it up if needs be.

MR C -L-. 5 K.-.1- S 0.; : I will find it. I think it was in your

judgment on the applica-icn fcr the discharges.

COURT : I will find it myself.

MR CK.--5KALSCN : We will find it. Mr Marcus is locking for

it and we will give it tc you. I do not intend to say anything

more about that. But the next submission I want to make tc

your Icrdship is in regard to the meaning of the word alleged.

~̂ Alleged to be or to have been an office bearer or officer (ZZ>)

or merr-ber or an active supporter. I want to come back tc

this. I have argued this point to your Icrdship previously,

but I would like to develop it again and the submission, thai

we rr.ake is that the allegation referred to in that provision

is one which has to be an essential element of the offence

with which the accused is charged arc the reason for that

submission is this, that on that construction no prejudice

can ccrr.e to the accused if an incorrect allegation is made.

If the allegation is faulty no prejudice can come to the

accused, because one of the elements, one of the essentials(30)

which/...
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which has to be decided in the trial is whether the allegation

is or is not correct and if the allegation is not proved, the

accused will be acquitted because an essential element of the

offence has not been proved. So* it is sufficient therefore

for t.he legislature to refer to allegation because the state

cannot be expected to prove the surrounding circumstances or

cannot be expected to prove the guilt or innocence of the

accused before the document is tendered because one of the

reascr.s for tendering the document is to be - enable that

decision to be made. So, if it is construed as being an (10)

^ essential allegation, ther. r.c har~ ca.r. be done. The ether

matters which are required c^r. be proved £.".: the state ob-

vious ly has to prove it. It has to prove what one might

call the essential pre —requisites fcr admission ar.d those

are questions of fact and at the end of the case one can Icok

at tr.at and say well, those factors have or have not been

proved and we leave this document out of account if it has

not been proved, but it coulc never say, it could never

require the state to prove the essential allegation as a con-

V-; diticr. of the admissibility, because you would then into (20)

a situation in which the document could not be admitted because

unless you had proved the guilt, it could not have been

admitted and therefore could net have been used for the

purpose of proving cuilt- Sc, that "is why the statute uses

the vcrd allegation and if it is construed in any other way,

ther. by making an irrelevant allegation the state can secure

the admission of evidence ... (Court intervenes)

COURT : There is a difference between an allegation, an irre-

levant allegation and an element of the offence, because

something may be an element of the offence which might be (30)

more/...
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more constricted than an allegation which may lead to a con-

viction. One may make a hundred allegations to prove all

those allegations, but not each and every one need be an

element of the offence. Say for example intent is an element

of the offence, culpability is an element of the offence,

that is sort of a legal concept, but you may make a hundred

allegations and prove a hundred facts to prove that.

MR CHASKALSOK : It is only if what you have alleged to have

to prcve to get a conviction that it can admissible.

COURT : -But then what you are saying is not an element of(10)

the z f fence, but an es ser.tial fact, cr a fact which can be

used ID prove - tc get tc cor.vict.icr..

M?. CKA5KA151N" : An essential fact. An essential cllegatirr.

in tr.e. charge. Otherwise what happens is .that the allegatirn

car. re made. It never has tc be decided upcn whether it is

true cr not. Vcu rr.a-te the allegation. You may lead no

evidence on it at all and you make the allegation for the

purpcse of getting evidence in.

COURT : Let us get -to an example. It is alleged that five

people conspired under the nar.e cf the Rietondale Tennis HZ)

Club ~s far as high treason is concerned. Is it an essential

allegation that they conspired under the name of the Rieton-

dale Tennis Club cr is it merely an essential allegation

that they conspired? Because if it is not an essential allega-

tion, the documents cf the Rietcndale Tennis Club are not

admissible.

MR CHASKALSOK : The way your lordship has put it to me it

is an essential allegation because the charge had said, we

are charging you with being treason because you belong to the

Rietcndale Tennis Club and that is the policy of the (3D)

Rietoncale/...
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Rietondale Tennis Club. You could not get a conviction on

that indictment without proving that proposition. It i s an

essential . . . (Court intervenes)

COURT : But i f I put i t sl ightly different and say the five

of you conspired and as a cover you used the Rietondale Tennis

Club, would the documents of the Rietondale Tennis Club be

admissible?

MR CEASKALSON : Not if you do not have to prove that propo-

sition..

COURT : Well, i t i s an allegation that i s made. (10)

X? Crl-.5?:AI = CN : Bui tr.a: _s precisely the point. You car.:.:;

rer.ie r ad-is s ible a cocur.er.t by rnakir.a an a Her a tier, which

you f: r.ot have to prove, otherwise i t presents irreparable

prejudice tc the accused person, because the cocu-T.er.t is

gcir.- in cr. the basis cf a factual inaccuracy. You say yc"_

are a -err.ber cf the Rietcr.dale Tennis Club, you put in all

the r.ietor.dale Tennis Club documents and at the end of the

case you say i t has been established that the accused is net

a meriber cf the Rietcndale Tennis Club,.but the allegation

was — ade, so I looked tc al l these documents as prima facie {2 C )

prccf of the contents thereof. That would make what is

already a harsh evidential provision, exceptionally onercus

as far as accused persons are concerned. Khy would that

accused be different from any other person who is not a

n-.er.ber of the Rietondale Tennis Club. Why should that

accused be put ir. a different position tc any other accused

whose guilt cr innocence cannot be established by the procur-

tion cf a decunent which is not otherwise admissible? And

it is only if you actually have to prove i t that you avoid

that prejudice because if you have got to prove that (30)

allegation/.. .
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allegation to get your conviction, then the making of the

allegation i s sufficient, because if you make an allegation

which you cannot establish, you fai l . Otherwise the floodgates

just get opened. You can make any allegation and in cones

documents and we submit to your lordship that the section

should not be construed as giving to the state the power

itself to render other inadmissible evidence admissible by

simply an allegation which is not necessary for the purposes

of the charge and which i t has no obligation to prove. If

your lordship were to place such a construction on the (10)

r
act, i t would rr.ear. that r.o Iiir.it£ are placed on the ability

of the state tc rrccuce evicer.ce under this section and the

very fact that the legislature requires proof of the status

of the perscr. frorr. vhcr. the document is re.~r.cvec, because

thst has tc be established, that, that per sen was a merrier

cr active supporter.

CPU?.": : Before we get too involved in a judgment on this

pcir.t, which cocu~r.er.ts are you thinking of?

MR C-iASKALSCK : Let me finish this and then I asn going to

^-J show your lordship at this stage how th i s can apply to ( 2 0 )

certain docuner . t s in the case . Part of my problem i s , my

problem r e a l l y i n t ry ing to reply to the argument i s that

a massive documents had been put before your lordship. Any

docurrent which c o n t a i n s any reference t o any term rea l l y

which we have i n t h i s case i s produced, i t i s put in. Any

evidence of any a c t s of unrest anywhere in the country at

any time i s put in and i t i s a l l put i n t o a pot and s t i r r e c

and put into the even and out pops a c o n v i c t i o n with no

atter~.pt to d i s a g g r e g a t e what has gone i n .

COURT : Do you think i t i s so easy? (30)

MR CHASKALSON/ . . .
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MR CHASKALSON ; I do not th ink i t i s s o e a s y a t a l l . What

I an trying to do i s to do a bit of disaggregation and take

these component parts out again. I want to show your lordship

how - l e t me finish al l the problems I have with section

69(4) and I really will , vhat I want to do is - I am not going

to do i t immediately. I thought your lordship would like to

hear argument as to the meaning of the section. Now your

lordship seeras to indicate to me . . . (Court intervenes)

COL'RT : No, no, I am interested in the section, but I am

not going t o wri te a judgment which i s merely hypothetical. <1G)

>:?. CHAS?:ALSr?: : I understand that . I think there are other

suirrr i ss ions rr. the section which I should put tc vour lord-

shir before I s ta r t dealing with the particular documents.

If Z could refer your lordship again, I think I have men-icr.ei

it previously, the case of S v Tinte 1979 3 SA 407 i t is a

judcrr.ent of the full bench of the Cape Provincial Division.

It dealt with the admission of a Sechaba in a prosecution

under the internal security act 1950. The court held that

the Sechaba did not prove i tself , relying on S v Lindsay

and Watson which I referred your lordship to yesterday. HZ)

Thai was £t page 409 G to K and at 411 E to K the court

places a construction on the provisions of the 1950 section

which though not in identical terms to the section which we

are now dealing with in 1982 act for the purposes cf the

argument, there i s no material difference in the wording

of the section cr at least we do not see any. We do not

think that there is any material difference. So, we rely

on that.

If I could then turn to the second subparagraph. That

is sub (b) . Here too the argument which we have advanced(30)

based/...
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based on S v Tinte is equally applicable to this section.

The state is under an obligation to prove the facts which

are prescribed and are necessary to make the document admissib!

So, it has to prove all the necessary elements, if I could

call them that, connected with the finding. It has to be

an office of the type described. It. has to be found with

the person who has the documents or it had to be found with

the person who had the documents in his or her capacity

as ar. office bearer and so or..

In relation to the application of this section to (10)

the :reser.: ca.se, it has to be be m e ir. rr.ir.d that certain

coc--.£r.tE were four.: ir. offices of affiliates of the I'DF.

There is r.z allegation that the accused were ir.eniers, office

bearers or active supporters cf all the affiliates. The VCA

for instance is one of the affiliates cf which soir.e of the

accused are alleged to have been ir.eiribers. So, as far as

documents - as far as VCA documents which would fail within

this section are concerned, and I think that applies equally

tc s-b (a), that allegation is made, that would trigger the

aditissibility if other documents - if the other requisites (2C)

are established, but it would not be enough simply to prove

that a dccur.ent was found at the offices of the Transvaal

Indian Congress, because the accused are not alleged to be

mergers, office bearers or active supporters cf the Transvaal

Indian Congress and indeed that is net part cf the charge

against ther.. Once again it is fcr the state to shew your

lordship cr to establish the necessary elements there ar.c if

we turn to section 69(4) (c) we see the same - the same issue

arises again. The documents - the state has proved the

essential elements and there has to be an essential (30)

allegation/...
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allegation that the accused or the said party is alleged to

have been an office bearer, officer or member or active

supporter of that particular organisation.

Those are the submissions which we make in regard to

the Eieaning of each one of the subsections and I want now

to turn ... (Court intervenes)

COURT : Could we just pause there. What is your submission

as far as the document is concerned which is admissible

agair.st one accused in terms of the section? How does that

affect the adir.iss.ibility against the other accused? CO)

MR CH~-.5KA1SON : The sub-issior. we would make tc your loriihir

is *.:. = : it c c u 1:: be used c r. 1 y against the accused who falls

wither, the parameters of the secticr..

CO I*?. 7 : So, or.e has tc dissect the docu.~er.ts vertically ar.z

horizontally?

MR CHASKALSON : Yes.

COURT : And as you put it pace by pc.ce to see whether it is

a part?

MR CHASKALSON" : Yes. Your lordship has obviously got to ::

further because you have then get to distinguish these cocu-(20)

mer.ts and that evidence which is admissible in relation tc

statutory offence and put it out of the way when you think

abcut the comncn law offences. These mental gymnastics

whicr. have to be undertaken which ir.akes a trial like this

of two and a half years of inadmissible evidence en the mair

cour.t. Really, in effect - not in intention but in effect

it becomes suppressive, because your lordship sits here ar.~

hear things you should never have heard and your lordship's

assessor hear thinks he should never have heard and atmospheres

get built up by inadmissible documents and then you come (30)

to/...
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to view the evidence on the treason and say no, I have been

listening for two and a half years and I have been reading

documents for two and a half years and everything which I

read I should not have been shown and everything that I heard

I should not have listened to and I have now got to determine

your guilt on that, but let me go a stage further in regard

to this section. What actually does it mean when it says

the* the document shall be admissible under the section as

prin = facie proof of the contents thereof? The state has

said "Ah, in effect there is proof." If somebody makes a (10)

£ttt£"er.t - a factual statement in a document, that fact is

prrcf. Cur subn.issirr. to your lordship is that that is net

vh=.t the section means. To begin with, the wording of the

senior, is significantly different to previsions of secticr. -

let ~e take a comparison - 246 cf the criminal procedure art

of lr~7. That is a section which your lordship knows which

prcv^des that any document et cetera, it is a long list of

other matters which are not included presumably ir. the word

document there, which was at any time on premises occupied

by e.- association of persons incorporated cr unincorporated(20)

or Lz. the possession or under the control of any office

bearer, officer or member or such association and then there

are four subsections. Each one of the subsections says what

it Is proof of. Prime facie proof that the accused is a

merti-er or office bearer of the association in sub (a) .

(b) Prima facie proof that the accused is the author under

sut (b) . (c) Prima facie procf cf the hcldinc of such meetinc

and cf the proceedings there at under (c) and under (c) is

pri~= facie proof of the object of the association. So, ir.

other words, there the legislature identifies facts which (30)

are/...
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are taken to be proved by the production of the document.

Section 69(4) does not say that the document shall be

admissible as prima facie proof of any facts stated therein

or as prima facie proof of the truth of the facts stated

therein. It is that construction that the state has put or.

it. Prima facie proof of the truth of the facts and we suggest

to your lordship that proper construction is that it really

enables the state to prove that the document is what is

purports to be and what it claims to be it should be taker.

to be. In other words, if a Sechaba is produced and (10)

ter.ierec under that sectior. end all the other requirements

f:: that secticr. are established, ther. the Sechaba proves

itself end what yc- car. say is, this is a Sechaba, it is

what it purports t: be end this is what the Sechaba says.

CCVP.T : Does it then prove tri-a facie that the Sechaba i =

the journal of the ANC as is stated on Sechaba?

y.?. CHASKALSOK : I think it would prove that Sechaba - I think

it would prove that it is what it .purports to be. It pur-

ports to be the journal of the African National Congress

and therefore it is prima facie proof that it is what it :2J)

purports to be, but. it would net be prina facie proof of

any fact recorded or any statement, because in a sense en

the construction of Sechaba really what you are doing when

ycu are looking at it is, it leans Sechaba says this is what

happened or Sechaba says X. Sechaba says Y. All that it

will be is prims facie proof that Sechaba says X or Sechaba

says Y. Let me give your Icrcship sone examples as to why

I say that is the proper construction of the statute, befcre

I turn to look at the cases which may be relevant to this

issue. i 3 o)

COURT/...
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COURT : But now why add the words as prima facie proof of

the contents thereof? Why could it not have ended shall be

admissible in evidence against the accused?

MR CBASKALSON : Well, it could have said that. Admissible

as what?

COURT : Well, it can only be what you say. If you stop at

admissible against the accused, it can only be what you say

now it should be.

MR CKASKALSON : Prima facie proof of the contents does not

mean prima facie proof that the facts stated therein are (10).

correct. It is prima facie proof that Sechaba says that.

It is not prima facie procf that what Sechaba says is corrert.

C O " " : But the moment it is admissible ir. evidence, it i =

prira facie proof that it is what it is when it is a document

saying something.

.MR CHASKALSOK : Well, it- is a document, it would be admissible

in evidence, you could then presumably - you would not have

to call somebody from Sechaba to identi.fy it or somebody

frcm the printer. You will get over the problem of Lindsay

and Wat son but it would not get you any further. Let us C 2 0 >

lock at that section, because if your lordship is gcing to

construe that section, broadly and not narrowly as we succest

it should be construed, we suggest that because of the verv

far reaching implications that it would have, take a nun-ber

of examples. Take a newspaper. A newspaper publication or

any written instrument falls within the scope of that section.

Assume that Beeld runs a story in which it says the UDF is

planning a violent revolution. Assume that newspaper were

to be found at the UDF office. On the state's argument you

put in Beeld and it is now prina facie proof that the UDF (30)

is/...
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is planning a revolution. On our argument it is only prima

facie proof that Beeld says that the UDF is planning a revolu-

tion. Now, what Beeld says may or may not be admissible.

If Beeld is in some way - if a statement by Beeld is relevant

to the case, it would be admissible, but if a statement by

Beeld that the UDF is planning a revolution is not admissible,

the evidence does not become relevant. It may be admissible

for the document but it has got to be linked up and its

relevance has to be established by other propositions. Unless

that construction is put on it, it has the most extraordinary (1

i-plications. Any piece of paper found in the office, irre-

spective of v'r.c it car.e frorr., irrespective cf who wrote it,

car. be picked up and put in as prir.a facie proof of a fact

arc really it beccr.es a question of construction, because

if cr.e looks at a document, £ document * any document, I

would suggest tc your lordship - is on a proper construction

of that document, is that the writer of the document says

this is what happened and that is all that you can say the

prir.a facie proof of the contents means. That the writer

of the docuner.t says X or the writer of the document <20)

says Y. That is all that the contents of the document means.

It does not near, that what the person who wrote it said is

correct and you have cot to take the next stage and see

whether the fact that X or Y or it says that has any relevance

to the case anc what inferences car: you usefully draw froir.

the fact that X cr Y or 2 said that, and that has to be deter-

mined by other prepositions.

COUr.T : I still co net understand why one wculd call that

prina facie proof of the contents. It is prima facie proof -

well, if you admit a document, you admit a document and (30)

then/...
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then the document speaks for itself and not necessarily

that it is true or that it is good evidence or that it means

anything, but if a document is before court it speaks for

itself. Whatever conclusions you draw from it, is something

else, but why speak of the prima facie proof of the contents?

MR CEASKALSON : I could ask your lordship why do they not

say prima facie proof of the facts contained therein?

COURT : That is the contents.

MR CHASKALSOK : I suggest to your lordship that that is net

what it is. The contents of a document, when you. construe (10)

vr.i: does this document say, what is the ccr.tents of this

ccc^-ent, ? = r- c- -"r-e conter.ts is who says it. Fart of the

ccr.te-ts of a cocur.er.t is that: X has said it.

CC'Jr.7 : That is net the contents.

MR CKASKALSCN : It is part of it. So, it is prirr.a facie

procf of the fact that X says that Y happened. That is all

that is beir.c proved.

COUKT : But now, let us take a concrete example. Say for

example a rinute is found in an office which was occupied

V. by &r. organisation and the minute says that en such and (2 3)

such a day we blasted the post office into oblivion. What

does it near.? Merely that the minute says so or does the

section mear. tc say that prima facie one can take it that

it was - that in fact this organisation compiling the r.inute

blasted the pest office.

MR CEAEKALSCN* : I think what it would say is that priir.a

facie at a neeting of the organisation this was said. Fror.

that your Icrdship could draw certain inferences.

C0UP.7 : Does one have other statutory provisions using the

phrase prima facie proof of the contents? (30)

MR CHASKALSON/. . .
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MR CEASKALSON : I am going to draw your lordship*6 attention

very shortly to all the cases that we have been able to find

which seemed to us to be relevant. We have not found - I have

found other different evidential sections ... (Court inter-

venes)

COURT : So, as far as you are concerned this phrase prima

facie proof of the contents or "prima facie bewys van die

inhoud daarvan" is unique?

MR CHASKALSOK : No, I am not saying that. I am saying that

I have not found it yet. Everything that we have found (10)

*• • to be relevant - I a_~ going tc give ycur lordship the cases

vh i c h we have get.

ASSESSOR (MR KR'JC-E:.) : Cculd we perhaps compare section 214.

MR CKASKA^SCN : 2 4 6.
MR CHASKALSON :

ASSESSOR (MR KRi'C-EL) : 246, thank you. That is the criminal

procedure act. It says "Any document including any book,

pamphlet, circular letter, list, et cetera which has been

found under the control of certain people" I will give your

lordship subsection (a) "on the face whereof a person of a

v.-. name corresponding to that cf the accused person appears (20)

to be a member or office bearer of such association, shall

upon the ir.ere production thereof by the prosecution in criir.inal

proceedings be prir.a facie proof that the accused is a member

of ar. office bearer of such association as the case may be.

ASSESSOR (MB KRUC-EL) : In other words the facts?

COURT : Which is the content thereof? Is it not?

MR CEASKALSON : We have just disagreed about that. What I

say the content thereof is that it is, I gave your lordship

the Beeld example. The content of that is not as a fact

that that happened. The contents is Beeld says that (30)

happened/...
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happened and if your lordship construes it any differently

you are turning this section into a monster.

COURT : No doubt, it can have far reaching implications,

but at the moment we are debating the language.

MR CEASKALSON : Well, what I am suggesting to your lordship

is that in accordance with the ordinary rules of interpreta-

tion that is the interpretation I have given to your lordship

and I have got authority for that, I air. going to come to it,

if the interpretation which I have given to your lordship

is reasonably capale of according with, the language, that(10)

interpretation should be adopted because otherwise this

section sirr.riv becomes a trap for putting people ir.to jail.

let me cive your lordship ar.cther example. The corrjr.is-

sicr.er cf police serves a notice en the UDF saying that

under the er.ercer.cy regulations - he writes to hin. He says

under the emergencv regulations - I write to you under the

emergency regulations. You are a front for the African

National Congress and you must stop your activities imme-

diately. The next day the policemen come, they raid the

office and they take the letter. The letter ceis produced12G)

in court as priir.a facie proof of the contents thereof,

COURT : But remernber, there are the words prirr.a facie.

So, he goes into the box, he says it is not true and nobody

believes the letter.

MR CHASKALSON : No, but it is not that easy, because very

often, very often and in conspiracy trials in particular

the facts are dealing with events upon which the accused

can say nothing.

COURT : Yes, but this section is intended as I see it merely

to be a method to get the accused to give evidence on the (30)

point/...
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point.

MR CEASKALSON : Yes.

COCK" : To get past the initial darkness into the light.

The coment the accused comes along and says of course it is

not true, then that is the end of the matter. Because

you cannot rely on Beeld where the accused says well, it

is net true or on the letter from the commissioner of police

which is merely an accusation. It is not so monstrous as

it seems at first plash.

MR CEASKALSON : What would happen if the letter or the (10)

cocur=r.t or the article deals wizh a' event about which the

accused knows nothing at all? What has the accused to dc?

nil the accused car. do is, is to go intc the box and say

"I k_r.ow nothing abcut that."

COi" : But if it is prims facie proof, does the court

necessarily have to accept it as conclusive proof if there

is T.Z other evidence? It can be judged in the light of the

circumstances. It can be said well, it is just a Beeld, it

is before the court as prima facie proof but I disregard it.

V_: MR CEASKALSON : It may be and it depends upon how one (2C;

uses it and what meaning one gives to the section and I an

arguing to your lordship all the things that your lordship

says and something extra. I ajr. arguing to your lordship

that where there are denials cf documents, the accused's

denials take preference over the documents. Where there arc

no denials you heve got to look at it and say well, the

accused could net tell ne that and therefore I cannot really

hold that against their:. I an going further. I am saying tc

your lordship that your lordship should construe that as

meaning that it is prima facie proof that the writer of (30)

the/...
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the document s a i d t h a t and what i t purports t o b e . I t purports

to be minutes o f t h e meeting- I t i s prima f a c i e proof that

the records o f t h a t organ i sa t ion record a meet ing which toz'f.

p l a c e . I f t h a t i s o therwise admiss ib le , you can draw inference

fron i t and p r o c e e d en t h a t b a s i s , but t h e argument which ve

put to your lordship is this, that since the section applies

to documents which may have nothing whatever to do with the

accused or to the organisation to which they are alleged tz

belong and may have been compiled by total strangers, ever.

persons hostile to the accused or the organisation, the (10)

( rer.ferir.c of such coruner.ts admissible or. a serious crirr.ir. = l

charge as prirr.a farie proof of the facts set our therein,

could result in a serious miscarriage of just ice , particularly

in conspiracy t r i a l s in which the accused many have no kr.cv-

lecce of such facts and no way of rebutting i t . Bearing

in r.mc that th is clearly in the context of the internal

security act will have application to conspiracy t r i a l s , that

construction we suggest in accordance with ordinary princi-

ples should be adopted.

£". If we take i t to the facts of this case. If you pro-(20)

duce - if the s ta te produces the working principles of the

UDF as i t did when i t produced EXHIBIT A that becomes prir.i

facie proof that the document is what i t purports to be

which is the working principles of the UDF. Frcrr. that your

lordship says well, there are the working principles of the

UDF and you can draw some inference froir. i t . I t is open tc

an accused person to go into the box and say i t is true that,

that is the working principles of the UDF, that was actually

a draft document, the one which we really adopted is this

and tell your lordship that, but if the state produces (33)

f o r / . . .
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for instance a SASPU National, then we submit that all that

it is, is it is prima facie proof that that is what SASPU

National says and not prima facie proof that what SASPU Nationa

says is true. What SASPU National says may or may not be

relevant depending upon other circumstances.

Let me give your lordship those authorities which we

have which deal with the evidential provisions similar to

section 69 (4) .

The first one is the case of S v Nkosi. It is a judgment

of the full bench of the Transvaal Provincial Division (10)

per Z~z-per, J. and rcshcff, Z. It was decided - I am sc

scrry. It is 1961 4 SA 320. It was concerned with a prsse-

cutirr. under the suppression of communism act of 1950 and i-

was ::r;cerr.ec wit.'- membership of an unlawful organisation.

See:;:- 12(4) of that act is referred to at pace 3 22 and it

prcvides that for the production of a document and subsection

(c) says which en the face of it has beer, compiled, kept, used

et cetera on behalf of the organisation of which the accused

is alleged to be or to have been an office bearer, officer,

V, member et cetera or any photographic copy. It is very (2C)

similar language, shall be admissible in evidence against

the accused as prima facie proof of the contents. So, it

is the same point.

Cooper, J. who gave judgment for the court said this

at page 322 B :

"The documents to which I have referred were on the face

of them compiled, kept cr maintained by or on behalf

cf the PAC of which the appellant was alleged to be

cr to have continued to be a member. Mr Schwartzman

en behalf of the appellant suggested that in order (30)

to/...
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to comply with the subsection it was necessary to

show that the document was held by or on behalf of

the unlawful PAC and that the subsection did not apply

to documents created before the organisation was

declared to be unlawful. I do not agree with that

contention, for the phrase 'and which has been declared

an unlawful organisation* merely defines the organisation

in respect of which the subsection does not apply until

the declaration has been mace."

Then his lordship continues as follows against the letter (10)

D :

The fsct, hcvever, that these documents were admissible

did not ir. itself assist the state to establish its

case and reliance then- bad to be placed or. the provisions

of secticn 263bis f1) of the criminal code, the relevant

portions whereof are as follows."

Kis lordship then cites section 263bis (1) :

"Any document, including any book, pamphlet, letter,

circular letter, list, et cetera, which was at any time

on premises occupied by an association of persons (2CI

incorporated or unincorporated or in the possession

of or under the control of any office bearer, officer

cr member of such association and (a) on the face

whereof such a person - whereof a person of a nane

corresponding to that of an accused person, appears to

be a member or office bearer of such association, shall

en its mere production by the public prosecutor in the

criminal proceedings be prina facie proof that the accused

is a merrier or such an office bearer of such associaticr.

as the case may be. (20)

The/...
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The extract from EXHIBIT A to which I have already

referred makes mention of the name corresponding to

that of the appellant and he appears to be a member or

office bearer of the PAC by virtue of his election as

chairman of the regional committee. This extract

would therefore constitute prima facie proof of the

fact that the appellant was a member of the PAC."

So, the approach of the Transvaal Court in this case is in

fact the approach that I have urged your lordship to adopt.

That you can. produce the letter - you car. produce the (10)

{ ' cc:-"er.:, but you then have to, or. scr.e ether ground, see

hew you car. use the cccunent and as I have said, there are

r.ar.y different bases upon which it could be used. You could

co elsewhere cr it r. = y be enough in certain circur.stances.

If ir. fact the dccu_T.ent is a document cf a co-conspirator

and an executive statement cf the cc-conspirator, then the

fact that the cc-ccnspirator has said or done something,

would be admissible, if it is shown tc be executive and then

cne could produce the document under section 69(4). It is

f , prir.a facie proof of its contents in the sense which I (2C

heve urged or. your lordship. One could then say well, if

X says, that has soî e relevance to the case: ar.d I will take

that into account, net as proof that wat X says is true, but

as procf that X saic that and I would suggest to your lordsh-p

in any event that ... (Court intervenes)

COURT : If it is a document that is signed, fcr example by

Mr X, do ycu- taJce the signature as proof pri.T.a facie that

it is Mr X's document?

MR CKASKA1SCN : Yes, because it is prine facie proof of the

contents ar.c it is prima facie - part of the contents is (3C)

X's/...
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X's signature and it purports to be X's signature, so it is

prima facie proof of that. I would accept that. I would

accept that if the document said issued by the African National

Congress, prima facie the contents say it is issued by the

African National Congress. So, it purports to be issued by

the African National Congress. It will be prima facie

admissible. But if it says on such and such a day it happened,

it is only and indeed that will be the way of construing the

document, it is only a statement that X says that that

happened. Anything in the document on a construction of (10)

the document really coir.es dr-wn to say that is what the

author of the cccur.er.t says.

COURT : But the author cf the document says we cor.piled the

do current.

MR CK.-.SKALSON : Yes.

COURT : That is also a statement cf fact.

MR CEASKALSON : It goes more than that. It is what it pur-

ports to be. Let me put it. to you differently. I would

suggest that if you were going to construe any piece of

\ j paper which says that on 1 January A shot B, that does not(2C;

mean as a matter of fact A shot B, but it is a matter of

construction that X says A shot B. So, whenever one looks

et it, that is not a fact which is stated there. It is a

statement of - if he says X shot B and I was present, then

it will be prima facie procf that the person who says he was

present is saying that X shot E - that A shot B. Whether or

not you could use that at a trial, would depend upon whether

the statement that A shot E rr.ade by X is admissible against

the accused.

I want to take your lordship further through other (3C)

cases/...
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cases. I think the next case which I need to refer your

lordship to is the case of Twala 1979 3 SA 864. This dealt

with the provisions of section 2(3) of - I think it was the

general law amendment act. 83 of 1967. It was the act

which introduced terrorism. I cannot remember whether it

was the terrorism act or whether it came in through a general

law amendment act.

ASSESSOR (MR KRUGEL) : What court was this?

MR CHASKALSON : It is a single judge ir. the Transvaal per

Van Dyk, J. Again for practical purposes and certainly (10)

fcr the purpcse cf this case section 2(2} is similar t:

sect::.". 69. There at - there is only cr.e referer.ee tc it.

At £~ 6 L) whst Van Dyk, J. says is this :

"Section 2{3) cf £:: S3 cfl9€7 provides that provided

cert air. pre-conditions c.re being -et, cenair. documents

will become admissible at the sar.e and at the sarr.e

instance will create a presumption to the effect that

the contents of such document are pri~a facie true,

a presumption which the accused can rebut on a balance

of probabilities." (20)

There was nc argument at all apparently en this. The judgment

in the case to which I have referred - the full bench judmer.t

of Nl-iosi is net referred to and indeed cr.e cannot tell frcr

the judgment et all how the learned judge used the document.

In other words, whether that was merely a loose use of the

wore or what he mear.t by "true". I cc net know what he mear.t

by that and how he used it. If it is what it purports to

be, it is ir. that sense true.

COURT : You cean if the judgment is what it purports to be

it suits your (30)

MR CHASKALSON/ . . .
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MR CEASRALSON : No, there is nothing in this judgment which

I can find in the application of the law to the facts which

are in any case against me. It is a dictum in a judgment

which does not refer to a previous full bench decision and

which merely is uttered in passing. It may be - I do not

know how the judge used it, I cannot tell from the report

how the judge used the section, but that is what he said

and there is nothing else in that whole case . .. (Court inter-

venes)

C0CR7 : It is just a repetition of the section it seems? (10)

>:?. C:-:AS?;.".1£CN' : Net quite / because he uses the vorc "true"

ar.d 1 dc net k::cw what he r.ear.s by the vcrc "true". "The

ccr.~sr.ts of such dccu~er.ts are pr iir:£ facie true. " it is cr.ly

the use of the word true there" - I do net think it, takes it

any further, because I think - ~y construction is that the

contents ere prima facie what they purport to be, which would

be true in that sense, but he does not talk about - he does

enter into the enquiry with regard to the issue which we

have been debating at all.

' j Would your lcrdship like me to complete this section (20)

of the argument before ... (Court interver.es)

COL'P.7 : Let me just think whether I can get clarity. Let

us fcrget abcut the section. Had there net been a section

would it have beer, inadmissible tc prove if the facts are

relevant - tc prcve that a cocur.er,t was fcur.d in the posses;

cf an office bearer cf an organisation tc which an accused

belcr.gs, not necessarily proving the contents as correct and

true, but proving that this document was found in his posses-

sion?

HP, CEASKALSOK : It would depend upon a lot of other (20)

circumstances/...
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circumstances. The mere fact that a particular document

is found with a particular person nay be a fact relevant

to facts in issue. Would not always be ... (Court intervenes)

COCRT : Well, if it is relevant - if it is not relevant it

is inadmissible en that score, but if it is a relevant fact?

MR CHASKALSON : It would only be relevant because - the only

inference you could draw against that is that X, the person •

in whose possession it was found, had it. So, it would have

to be - there would hdve to be some relevance to the case

that X had it. . CO

COV" : B:: in that case or.e hzs to call £ witness to prcve

that the dc-current w= = feu'e ir. that t—rscr.'s -rssessi"" ?

MK CHASKALSOS : Ye s .

CCl'P.r : Otherwise VCJ do net get it befcre ceurt?

Mr. CriASKALSON : Net at all.

CCl'r-T : Now in this case as well, under the section, you

have to prove a witness to prove that the document was found

ir. the possession of that person?

MR CKASKAL-SOK : Yes.

COURT : So, or. your construction, why introduce the secticn? (2

MH CHASKALSON : I can tell your lordship why. Let us assur.e

that the docur.ent. - let me give you this exarr.pie. Let us

assurr.e thatt there is a Sechaba found in the possession cf

which purports to be Sechaba is found in the possession cf

the office bearer cf the organisation, does net prove that

is Sechaba. That is Lindsay and Watson and that is the Tir.te

and ethers. Sc, if that office bearer were en trial, the

fact that the office bearer had possession of a document

such as that, may be relevant, but you could net prove that (30)

the/...
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the document was Sechaba by saying it was found in the

possession of an office bearer. Under this section you can

prove that it is Sechaba and then becomes admissible as a

Sechaba provided the other pre-requisites are satisfied and

that was precisely the point in Tinte. So, it has a very

relevant purpose. It serves a very important purpose and

a purpose - it serves a purpose not covered by any of the

other provisions. It is way of proving Sechabas. It is a

way of proving material such as that.

COURT ADJOURNS. COURT RESUMES. (10)

X?. C:-1.-.SK.=-.1SC-N : I have two -ere ;uc~er.t tc refer tc. The

cr.e -S the c = se cf £ v Matsiere IS£2 4 SA 7C6 (A). It dees.

r.ct really take the r.atter further one way cr another. The

case was concerned with a prcsecuticr. under the suppression

c-f cc~_~ur.is~ act, the acir.issibility of coco.~er.ts under

section 12(4) (c) cf that act, which is sirr.iiar to the secticr.

for practical purposes that we are dealing with. The point

in issue was whether the African National Congress had con-

tinued its operations after it had been banned. A docunent

produced under that section was a document called "Congress(2 -

Voice" which purported to be the official organ of the

African National Congress which contained statements inside

of it. The court held that that was admissible under the

section and that as it purported to have been - that was not

the -words cf the court. That is what I ar. saying. On the

face of it it appeared to have been issued at a date after

the banning cf the African National Congress, it appeared tc

have been issued by the African National Congress and it was

saying certain things in the document which showed that the

African National Congress was carrying or. its activities. (3C)

The/...
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The court held that that was sufficient proof of the fact

that the African National Congress was carrying on activities

and on either argument that would be so, because on my argumeni

to your lordship, that it is what it purports to be - I put

it to you differently. If the court shows that in February -

if it is shown that in February 1961 the African National

Congress said X, Y and Z that will be sufficient proof of

the fact that the African National Congress was carrying

on its activities. So, it does not - there is no discussion

of the issue that I have put to your lordship and it does (10)

r.c: really take the rr.atter further one way or ar.cther and

i t"*i.nK that is crcrsbiv true. That seerris tc me to ire true

of =11 the cases we have brought to your lordship apart

frzr X):esi. Xkcsi ' s case seers to be the only case in which

f £ particul

considered. All the ethers - veil, that is probably not

quite accurate, but the only case which seer.s to consider

or tc address the issue which I have put to your lordship

as Nkosi's, because ir. all the others the accessibility

was accepted and the way it was used ir. the cases where t2C)

we can tell hew it va.s used, because Twala's case I cannot

tell how it vas used ... (Mr Krucel intervenes)

ASSESSOR <XR XRl'GEL) : Would section 261 be the present 246?

MS CHASKAISOK : I ar. told that 263bis is the present 246.

The last of the series of cases is a case of S v Mebitsels

1985 4 SA 61 (T). It is a full bench judgment, Kirk-Cohen, J.

and Human, J. The issue there was whether a document really -

it was really the question again of the proof of a document

and the provisions of section 69(4) of the act were referred

to and Kirk-Cohen, J. gave judgment and he starts by (30)

referring/.. .
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referring to section 69(4) (a) and he goes on to say :

"In my view the following of the relevant words in any

prosecution for an offence in terms of the act, any

document which has been found in or removed from the

possession, custody or control of the accused, shall

be admissible in evidence against the accused as prims

facie proof of the contents thereof."

His lordship goes on to say :

"Similar legislation was considered in S v Alexander

(that is a 1965 Cape case) which dealt with section (10)

2 c 31: is cf act 5 6 cf 2955 new section ZAz c f the criir.ir.al

procedure act. Those previsions deal vith an sssocia::::

cf person, the office bearers, officers and ir.enibers c:

such organisations bears a similarity to section £9(4 .

I refer to Alexander's case where the intention cf the

legislature in enacting section 263bis is considered

and which reasoning in my view applies equally to the

present subsection. By enacting the aforesaid section

263bis the legislature has provided that certain

specific evidence which ordinarily would not be (20)

adequate.to convey proof of the facts sought to be

proved shall afford prina facie proof thereof. The

effect of section 69(4) (a) is therefore twofold. It

renders admissible upon mere production of certain

documents and also accords to the contents cf such

documents a probative effect amounting to priir.a faoie

proof. By prima facie proof is intended evidence which

is such as to call for an- answer which in the absence

cf an answer becomes conclusive proof. In my view,

•therefore, the provisions of section 69 (4) (a) provide(30)

the/...
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the document in question is thus prima facie proof of

the contents thereof. Including if 6uch appears from :

(1) evidence of who published or disseminated the docu-

ment; and (2) whether it was published or disseminated

by (i) an unlawful organisation; (ii) under the direc-

tions of an unlawful organisation; (iii) under the

guidance of an unlawful organisation: (iv) on behalf

of an unlawful organisation."

Nothing else in the judgment seems to be relevant.

There are two matters arising out of ... (Court inter-(lO)

V6T.C 5 i

This is 6 6 to 6 /. First cf all, his lordshic

refers to Alexander's case, but of course Alexander's case

was dealing with section 26 3bis which quite clearly is

concerned with the proof cf facts in the sense that we are

dealing, distinguishing between facts and statements. So,

his lordship is quite wrong, with respect in saying that

Alexander's case helps - I do not think his lordship had

' y to affress his mind-* again to the issue which we are talking (2C)

about but if he were to be addressing his ir.ind to that issue,

Alexander's case would not help him deciding it, because

Alexander's case is perfectly clear what that - the only

purpose for which he uses or the purpose for which the

documents were being used, was for the purpose of proving

the facts within the purview of that section, but again the

issue did not really arise, because on the face of the document

it purported to have been published and issued by the unlaw-

ful organisation and I accept that if it is what it purports

to be# that that would be correct. (30)

Apparently/. . .
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Apparently what happened in Mabitsela's case is that

the natter did go to the Appellate Division - well, alright,

apparently two people were charged in Mabitsela's case.

Whether they were charged together or whether their cases -

there were cases where they were charged separately. There

were two cases. Mabitsela and a case called Helck. Mabitsela';

case in fact the appeal succeeded. So, irrespective of the

admissibility or not, the matter did not go further. In

Melck there was e conviction. The matter then went to the

appellate division, but I air. told by Mr Marcus who appearec(lO)

ir. that case that the Appellate Division upheld the appeal

withrut dealing v;-h the interpretation or without saying

anything relevant zz this issue. It was upheld apparently

on r.ens re a .

We have net been able to find anythinc - this is whet

we have been able to find in regard to the sections which

Eterr. through - which have their origin through security

legislation. The old terrorism act, the old suppression of

cor-.unis- act, the eld internal security act. Nothing in

these cases has led us in any other direction. I personally (20

have not locked elsewhere, but I have not found any annotation

or anythinc that leads me anywhere else, but as your lord-

ship has asked rr.e whether there is anything else, I will

try to find out whether there is ar.d if there is, I will

let ycur lordship know, but these - nothing in any of these

cases has led us off in any direction and we have looked -

and everything that has been brought to ir.y attention, I have

brought tc your lordship's attention. I will see if there

is anything else and if there is, I will let your lordship

know. (30)

I/...
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I vould like to take the natter one stage further,

because your lordship will remember that at the time of the

application for discharge we pointed to a document. It was

actually some minute of the DDF which the state had put in

and there was that statement "We are not guilty of treason."

And I said if the state is right, here is prima facie proof

that this person is not guilty of treason and the state was

then driven to say "Ah, anything in the document which is

favourable to the accused is net prima facie proof, not- (1C)

withstanding the fact that we produced it. Anything that is

a = air. = t the a — used, is pr:r,= facie r::;:. So, ve car. ::::.: =

accused. Since ve produced it, ve car. rely only or. the cr.r

and it is net rrir.a facie procf cf any cf the other proposi-

tions . " That is, I would suggest, er. extraordinary proposi-

tion, but that conundrum is solved, it is absolutely solved

if yrur lordship adopts the construction which I have argued

for, because the fact that X on the regional committee of (I-)

the VZT says we are not guilty of treason, is irrelevant,

because it will be a self-serving statement and a document

is merely prima facie proof of the contents thereof. So,

that it is is that X whe is on the regional committee of

the VZ-T says he is not guilty of treason. That would not

be relevant evidence unless somehow or other somebody said

ycu you did admit you were guilty of treason.. He said no,

I did not. Lock, here I said this on that occasion. Other-

wise it would not be and there is nc way cf reserving that

problem, of reaching the extraordinary conclusion that is (31)

prime/
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prime - produced becomes prima facie evidence of the facts

contained therein, but you can only look at facts adverse to

the accused and not facts in their favour, which is the

state's argument. That would be a most astonishing conclusion

to reach, but the argumert which I have put to your lordship

absolutely solves that conundrum, because its value and its

admissibility depends upon whom it is attributed to and you

never get thet problem. So, our suggestion to your lordship

is that thet is the construction.

If your lordship - I have put to your lordship that (10)

ir. the last Cc.se t: w'r.iz'r. I have referred, the case of

Ma:::scl5 I _::: t ~- y:ur 1 c r d s h i p t h = t the i s $ u e cid r.cz

really arise ir. that case, because cr. either arrurrer.t: the

cocu_r.er.t - the result would be reached. If Ka'zitsela r.ear.s

anything ether thar. I have suggested it ~ear.s, I vculd

suggest - my sut-issicr.s tc your lordship are that first,

the passage which refers back to Alexander is obiter, that it

is ill-considered, because it dees not distinguish between

the statute ar.d Alexander and the statute and this case,

that ir is inconsistent with S v Nkosi which - and that it(2C)

is clearly wrcr.c and that if in fact your lordship construes

it and I do net suggest that it should be construed that way,

if your lordship construes it, your lordship is then faced -

would be faced with a cictur. in one full bench decision and

a ratic in another full bench decision, because in - the

approach in Xkosi is necessary for the decision in a case

proceeded that way and if that is so, your lordship should

follow yhesi f because otherwise all the problems which I

have put to your lcrcship will erise.

Let me move away from that fcr a monent. These are my PC)

arguments/...
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CI47I

arguments as to the construction of the section. I want

to K&ke some submissions to your lordship in regard to the

application of the section generally to the facts of the cese.

First the section has no application to the charges of

treason and murder. Secondly, vhere the requirements of

the section had been met, we submit that the documents cen

be relied upon to prove prima facie that they are what they

purport to be. What use can be made of those documents or

vhtt use can be mace of that evidence depends upon other

factors. Take for example documents such as working C O

f rcrr e = £. New, vrrxir.g pr

ar. a ff i liate c: the V " .

1 c r c s r_.L~ as * c w'••-̂  the cuiz

ogress is net zllece- tc have bee

There is no ev;c5:.;e hersre your

lisr. ers cf werV.ir.c w"~~~"ecs a *" C

PrDof that ar. article appeared in working progress is

net ir. itself relevant. It is of no assistar.ee to your

lorcsr.ir in deciding ar.y natter in this case. If it appeared

that ar, article in working progress upon which the state (2C)

relies was written by a co-conspirator and that working

progress was indeed admissible under one of the previsions

of section 69(4) because the state had proved the essential

pre-req-^isi-es necessary f cr the adr.issicn of such a document,

then it would be evidence of the fact that an article writte-

by the cc-ccr.spiratcr that that article was written by the

co-ccr.sr iraicr and appeared in working progress. What

relevance that would have to the charge wculd then depend

upon whether or not what the co-conspirator wrote in working

progress was an executive statement or a narrative statement. (3C)

And/...
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And the state of course has the onus of proving everything

necessary to satisfy your lordship on all aspects relating

to the use of that evidence. In other words, i t would have

to satisfy your lordship that the person who appears to have

written the article was a co-conspirator and ,if i t does not,

i t would be the end of that article. It would also have to

satisfy your lordship that what was said was executive and

not narrative and i f i t has left that in doubt, that would

net be admissible. So, each time reliance is placed or. any-

thing in an a r t i c l e , one has to go through precisely the (20)

s=~€ enquiry. W;.: was the cither? when was i t written ? Is

it £ zsri ssii: 1.i ssii: 1 = ur.ee: cne cf the prc vi s i::.s cf sec-irr. i~~:

Wr.51 zz-T. vc: infer frcr. the fact tr.it it was vritten? 2s

it :r_€V£r.t? Cr.~\~ rc-.€Vdr.t c.E'per.c^T'.c upcr. £ w.jc_e -ct cr

ether eircur.st ar.ee s - That needs tc be cone with eaeh cr.e

cf rh= documents. Serr.e are easier than ethers. Minutes,

they ere easy, because if .minutes record decisions taken,

they fire what they purport to be. Prima facie that is a

decision taken by the body concerned. If it is relevant

to the case, cne car. tell inunecietely whether a decision (*C

taker, for ir.star.ee fcy the UDF national executive corjr.ittee,

prixa facie relevant to the case and priir.a facie procf of

the ccr.tents, one wsuld lock at it and it does net r.atrer

whether it is for cr against the accused. It is prirr.a farie

procf cf the contents and cne WO*J1C then lock at it and

o affideal vith it. It is cere difficult if cne gets int

liates. Even mere ci.ffj.cuZt if cne gets ir.tc individuals

who cay or may net r.ave any connection with the accused

and quite conplicated if one gets into publications like

SASPC and others which I will say a little bit about (31)

later/.,.
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later.

Now, the state of course has just left us in the dark

about a l l that, but let me illustrate to your lordship sone

of the problems - CA46 is a document to which the state

devoted a great deal of attention in i t s argument. On the

face cf the document i t was the keynote address at the

second national consultative conference delivered on 29 March

1986. It bears on the first page thereof the legends

"Katicnal educa t i on c r i s i s committee." Below tha t i t says

"Second n a t i o n a l consu l t a t ive conference. Keynote address. (IC)

Saturday, 29 March. 19E6. Pet-pie's educat ion fc-r people's

p :ve r . " a. c r e i t deal cf at tention was d-evcted to this ir.

the r r a l crcurr.er.t , because ccur.se 1 for the s t a t e sper.t a

ere a t cea_ cr ti.rr.£ re i vir .c on rrcpes i t icr .s ccr.tcir.6c j. n

that document. I f ve have to determine the admiss ib i l i ty ~z

tha t document, ve have new got tc cc tack to i t s history.

It was not - l e t me put i t to your lordship somewhat diffe-

rently . There i s nc evidence as to where i t was found.

Sc, ~he finding provis ions , as I might put i t , in section

6 S, cc- not t r igger i t s adm-i ss ibi l i t y . «20 >

The national education cr i s i s committee i s net alleged"

tc be an a f f i l i a t e of the UDF. The r.sr.e of the author does

net appear frcrt t h a t , but there was evidence as tc who

delivered the speech. The document i t s e l f w i l l shew you

nothing about who the author was. There was evidence giver.

by Dr Kctlar.a that a Mr Ewelati Eisulu delivered the speech.

Mr Sisulu i s r.ot a l leged to be a cc-conspiratcr . The speech

on the face cf the document and indeed I thinx Dr Kctlar.a's

evicer.ee concerns i t , was delivered about one year outside

the period covered by the indictment. Dr Motlana's evidence (2C)

at/
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at volume 418 page 24 466 line one to 24 489 line 25 says

that no resolution was taken, adopting Mr Sisulu's speech as

policy at this conference and it was merely the keynote

address given by Mr Sisulu.

Assuming that Dr Motlane's evidence were sufficient to

prove — and I am not sure that it goes that far because he

said I was given a copy of the speech, but he was not present

when the speech was delivered. So, he does not know what

Mr Sisulu Scic. Whether he spoke in that fcnr. or said enythir.

else. He was not there when that happened. All that he (10)

fid is, he' :;*. a eery fro- scr.ehccy, but let rse assu-.e for

tr.£ s £.**-£ cr ~ Y cr-urr.er.t a^amst rr.yse-i t.":31 t..e cc.r.t£r.tE -

that is identified - let r.e step tack £ hit. First of all

££"•;::. - it cannot be proved ur.der section 69(4} because

the requirements of secticr. 69(4) are r.ct there. Dr Xr-tlar.a

was r_ct there wher. the speech was giver.. Sc, he canr.ct say

whet vas sa^d or what was not said, but even if it were said,

it has no relevance to the case for the reasons that I have

giver, to ycur lordship.

Certainly, whatever construction, even if the con- (20)

struction of section 69(4) - well, I do not want to argue that

again. All 2 am saying to your lordship is this document

has nothing tc do with this case.

wet me take another document. EXHIBIT K2 3 voluir.e 4 of

the '*'• series. That is a SASFU National. The decunent was

fcur.c with a Mr £. Bolton. The evidence of Kr Kolefe is that

he did net knew who Kr Boiton was. Volume 2"0 page 14 557

line 13 to 16. We have not see Xr Boiton's nar.e amongst the

co-censpirators alleged. We have not seen any admissions

made in regard to Kr Boiton from which your lordship ir.ay (30)

or/...
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or nicy not be able to infer his standing in any of the UDF

affiliates, if any. The state has not drawn our attention

to any such allegations or admissions. If indeed - there

is nothing from which your lordship could establish that

provisions of section 69(4) have been triggered, then this

would not be admissible at all, because it does not prove

itself on mere production and it is not alleged that any of

the accused are office bearers or members et cetera of SAS?

National, but assuring it were produced, let me just make a

assur-.ption for the purposes of this section for. the- argumen

_ c = .= ?

~ £ £ v secti

S h C V £ — VCJ S C77.E t. v. L T. C f rC77. V"h i CT. \"~."

9(4' rer.Crrs "this coc ur~.€ r. z c. drr L s s ~ -

r l e . Cur crrur.sr.t *c ycur Icr.CEhiz- ~erelv becc~.es cdr.issirle

cf ~r".e f = r t t.*".̂ i ~h.iE is wh = t hns tes*~. v r i t t s r . ir. SASP'J

Nct;:r.cl. This is vha t SAS ?l" Ns t i cr. = I :.= ve s £ i c a be u t the = e

ever.-s.

According to "the indictment there was a t i^e when SASrl"

Naticr.al was a f f i l i a t e d tc the UDF and subsequently i t cezsez

tc be an a f f i l i a t e . This is at a tiir.e within which SASPU

Katicnal was al leged tc be ar. a f f i l i a t e . If i t had beer. ill-)

afrer Jur.e cr July - I am net sure of the date, I dc not w=r.r

to nislead ycur lordship, but I think i t was June or July

of IrS4. If i t had been at a tine afterwards, i t would cease

to have beer, an a f f i l i a t e .

New, the ir.cic—.er.t alleges ar pace 19 of the further

ar.d be t te r p a r t i c u l a r s that the co-censpiraters associated

with SA.SPU National are twe persons. K. Cclenian an: A. Griese

Whc-, if anything, did Mr Cole-ar. - what, if anything, die

K. Cdemar* or A. Griesel have to do with this? Did they

write any of the a r t i c l e s ? Die they know about i ts (30)

publ ica t ion / . . .
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publication? What is the editorial policy of SASPU National?

Who determines vhat goes in? What does not go in? We do net

know anything about that, I think, because I am not prepared

to say for your lordship that somewhere in the 25 000 pages

there is not something which may be relevant, but ve were

told nothing about it and if not, what use can be made of

the publication? Even if Mr Bolton had been of the category

of persons out of whose possession a document taken could

be produced in court, what use could be made of it? We say

nothing, because unless you can take the next stage and (10)

prcve the relevance that a cc-ccr.sr ir = tr r saic scnethinc ar.z

it was an executive stater.er.t and the cc-ccnspiratc-r is

rssr rr. sible for it, then it is cf no ass i' stance, because

a statement ~~de by scr.ecne +'r.c was net a co-ccnspiratcr i =

net a drr.issible merely because it apr-ears in SA£?L* National.

So, perhaps your lcrcship has tc- go net enly horizontally

and vertically, but also diagonally as well.

Now, I wandered away fro- where I was yesterday. I did

sc deliberately, because I thought ycur lcrcship wanted me

tc address you en section 69 earlier in -y argument and I *2Z\

thought perhaps it would be appropriate to do sc. But can

I ta-:e you back to where we left off yesterday?

I think a pcint that I have reached yesterday was that

these AKC publications had net been proved for the purpose cf

the treason charge certainly and I had referred to Lindsay

ar.c Watson and cf course the Tir.tc is actually a Sechaba.

That does not r.ake it better cr worse, but it is dealing with

precisely the sa-.e scrt cf situation with which we are con-

cerned and sc all ir.y arguments there about the necessary

allegations which have to be race before it can become (3C)

admissible/...
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admissible would apply thereto. If your lordship accepts

my argument on that and follows Tin to then your lordship -

then the adinissxbility of the Sechaba's on any charge becomes

questionable, but let me accept for the purpose of this part

of By argument that the state has established that the ANC

gave its support to the UDF, that it praised it in its

publications, that it extolled its virtues to its recruits,

none of that would necessarily have been known to people ar.d

to organisations within South Africa, since the ANC is a

banned organisation. Its publications are not freely (20)

avai1 able. We cc r.ct kr.cw anything at all about 'r.c**~ rr.a-y

c: ;*_= publicat;.cr.E get ir.tc the c cur. try. We cc r.ct xr.cw

vr.eir.sr its circulation vithin Scuth Africa i£ five or five

nulli". Sc, we tc r.ct really kr.cw - cr let rr.e put it tc

your lordship differently. There is nothing, no facts have

beer put before ycur lordship frcr. which your lordship car. "

infer with the procf necessary or with the decree of certainty

necessary for a conviction in a criminal case, that whet

appears ir. Sechaba was known to anybody associated cr alleged

tc have been asscciat.ee with a conspiracy and more specif i-'.20;

cally would be accused in this case, because there has beer,

direct evidence frorr. the accused who are office bearers of

the ZDT that they did net see these documents. They d-d net

kr.ov about therr., that they were net mergers of the African

National Ccr.gress and that all the things - perhaps I shcul-

nct ie sc general as to say all the things, but basically

what has been read cut here in ccurt as coming frcrc the

African National Congress, they did not know.

The state has net shewn, even if we put their case at

its best and start giving scr.e ad^issibility to these (23)

documents/...
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documents, the state has not shown the contrary.

Let us assume that there are certain ANC operatism and

obviously there are. We know that the ANC is active in

South Africa. We heard that evidence from the IC witnesses.

So, we know that it has members in South Africa. We do not

know how many members. In a sense the more members it has,

the «iore difficult the state case here becomes, because any

of the incidents of unrest which have been started anywhere

around the cour.try, could have been provckec by ANC cadres

within the country and we know from the evidence, the evi-(lC)

der.ce which I put t: your lordship yesterday of IC.23 - 1 zz

net vi.-t tc repeat these passages, but precisely what the

AN C ::es is t: 'leck for issues upon vh i c h it car. ca pc t a 1 i s e .

If it sees pur lie ar.cer ever a particular issue, it car. =:

tc it and its cadres who are around could lead the people

tc Et=.rt the violence cr could provoke e violence and an

ANC cadre hypothetically, because I think - my learned frier.d

Mr Eizcs is going to address you on the evidence in the Vc=l.

We Jtnc-w the violence did not start as the state alleged it

started. We knew that it did not take place as the state (III

allered it took place in the indictment. We know the violer.ee

moved frorr. precisely the opposite direction tc which the

stete says that it moved. Mr Eizos will deal with ell that

when he argues to your lordship, but let us assume that it

starts at a point ... (Court intervenes)

COURT : Was it Ecphelong or Boipatonc?

MR CH--.SKAL£G!C : I cannot remember whether it was Bophelcr.c

or Eoipator.g. I ar. sorry, I do not rer.er.ber, but the evider.ee

shows that it started at one of these two places the night

before. Let - we do not know how it started. There has (3C»

been/...
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been no evidence, but certainly there is absolutely no reason

vhy you should infer that vas somebody in the VCA. Why not

the ANC cadre who vas there, who sensed the feeling and if

it was not reactive violence and it may indeed have been

reactive violence to police action, there are two possibilitie

It was either provoked violence or it was reactive violence

and the state evidence does not show which and there is no

evidence upon which your lordship can show - can make a

finding to say which it vas, because they did not tell us

enough about that incident. That is where it started. (iC)

We c: net knew hew it startei. Assurr.e i t were rrovekee

vicler.ee. We cc net knew who preve.l;ee it. We do r.ct knew

whether the person who prcvcV.ec it had any eenr.eetior. at ell

v» t n the VCA or vhe ther the t-er scn who cre-vc-ked it wes a

total stranger to the VCA. So, we Ccr.net ir.ake any inferences

there ar.c you cannct say sirr.ply because the VCA. was active

in the Veal, I must infer that they started it, that they

provc>.ec the violence, if it indeed be provoked violence and

net reactive violence. Why not an ANC person who senses the

feel-r.es of the crowds or the feelings of the people there (20)

and says "Look here, let us co this" and then the thine blows

up. It is all speculation and nobody would necessarily knew

even if we found the perscr. who started the whole thine that

this vas en the co because the evidence tells us that the

ANC eaeres operate secretly and not openly.

The evidence of IC-23 vclune 231 pace 6 513 line 22 to

page 6 525 line 6. This was a witness, we started off, I

had asked hlr. a question about the word "cadre" or guerrilla

and there was a bit of a discussion as to what was and was

not e cadre and then the cress-examination continues as (30)

follows/...
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follows at page € 513 line 22 :

•Let me use the other word guerrilla. I think it has

probably got less complications. You told us that it is

dangerous work for the guerrillas to come back but that there

is no other way. I think that was the way that you put :.t.

— That is quite correct.

And of course, if the guerrillas get caught in South

Africa by the South African Police they may face very serious

penalty? — That is so.

Even possibly the death sentence? — Thet is so. (10)

-r = e is vellkr.cv.-r. to everybody? -- £uite true.

fcr i ts guerr i l las tc be caught because they rr.ight disclose

ir.fcrr.ati z~ about hew the orgar.isat icr. works ? — That is true.

And they r.ight disclose where arr.s are bidder a.r.6 what

the plans cf the ANC ere ar.d what i s happening in the czr^s':

- - That i s t r u e .

So, the ANC must be as anxious as the g u e r r i l l a s are

th£t -the g u e r r i l l a s should not be caught whi le they ccrr.e tacjc

to Scuth A f r i c a ? — That i s correct . (2:)

5c , would the ins t ruc t ions then t c the g u e r r i l l a s be

whe are returr.ir.c t c South Africa t o be as care fu l as possible"

— That i s c o r r e c t .

Because i t i s important in the ir i n t e r e s t ? — That i s sc .

And i t i s iir.rcrtant in the interest of the organisa-

tion? — Thet i s correct.

So, when they ccrr.e beck as guerrillas into South Africa

they -ust ccr.ee*! fro- everybody the fact that they are guer-

rillas? — That i s quite true.

They must cc about their wcrk discreetly as possible? (30)

That/...
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— That is correct.

They nust do their work quietly and surreptitiously? —

Thar is correct.

Do I understand you to use the words guerrillas and

cadres in the same sense? — I say there is a trained cadre

and the untrained cadre and then a guerrilla."

Then your lordship asks some questions and then the fina!

question at page 6 515 :

•But what you told us about coining back to act quietly

and surreptitiously would apply to everybody who ccmes (10)

thz'.-. for the ANC? -- Yes, every ore."

That is el-cst self-evident if one thinks about it,

but self-evident or not, that is the evidence. We have

-her. this position that the dcc~~.er.~s are secret. We know

ncth^r.c abcut hov rr.ar.y people saw the-. The people who ccrr.e

b=ck keep secret. They co about their w;rks surreptitiously

and :.t is part cf their work to stir up trouble wherever they

see it appropriate and if they ere doing their work properly,

if there is tension at the time cf a particular incident cr

anything, they will stir up the trouble. Where does your (2C)

lordship infer frorr. the inadequate evidence put before us

that the trouble which was stirred up was initiated by the

U3F =:.c its affiliates? I air: told that this issue was raised

with ail the IC witnesses end everybody agreed on the eler.ent

of secrecy, all the former ANC people.

So, that is another probler. that the state faces, a

premier, which it has not really addressed. I do net know hew

it seeks tc cvercc-e it, but let me cc even further. Let r.e

assure that Sechabas are freely available, which according -

there is nc evidence that they are net. Let us assurve (30)

that/...
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that they are freely available. Let us assume everybody

knew vhat was being said in Sechaba. How does that make the

UDF or i t s a f f i l i a t e s party to a conspiracy with the ANC?

How does that make their office bearers guilty of treason?

Because the fact that the ANC called for opposition to the

tri-cameral parliament or to black local authorities or to

removals, does not mean that no one else in South Africa

may take up such i ssue, even if they were to hear i t for the

firs* time frcir. the ANC, which is not the evidence in this

case, but i t cannot be treason because the ANC says i t is (10)

c czzz thine tc c; X, the : you c: X fr-r your cwr. reason.

That is net treascr. and if the ANC cal ls upon ce- ; ; re t ; c

fcrc£S m Scutr. Air ICE to unite, that does not n\a!<£ i t tr=£ = "r.

if democratic forces in South Africa dc unite. Even if the-"

heard of it frcr, the ANC, which is not the evidence in this

case, because the ANC cannot proscribe polit ical action

within South Africa by making declarations and statements

ar.c urgincs fro— Lusaka and elsewhere in the world and people

and organisations in South Africa cannct be prevented frcr

enc=ring in lawful poli t ical activities simply because the \20

ANC expresses approval cf such activi t ies or even if i t gees

sc far as tc encourage i t s merriers and followers to support

i t . There is another step which has tc be shewn and that is

that you did i t for the- in accordance with an agreement v.th

therr. and i t is that which is totally lacking in this case.

Finally -to round up that section of the argument, the

evidence of discussions amongst recruits, casual gossip in

the ANC camps is not admissible. There are twe judgments

for that. S v Eor.di 19£2 4 SA 671 (A) at 675 A to C sr.d at

677 G t o H and R v I ^ v y 1929 (A) 312 a t 3 2 5 . There a r e (2C-)

n o t / . . .
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not line references there, but the passage at that page is

a passage vhich comes from the judgment of Cur lewis, J. who

cites a passage from a judgment of Lord Denmin in the case

of R v Blake. He says midway down the page after saying :

"I have no doubt as to the first point. The evidence

clearly was receivable. The day book or something dor.e

in the course of a transaction was properly laid before

the jury as a step in the proof of the conspiracy."

Then the second point :

- . "And on the point of whether a counterfoil of a certeir.flO

cheque cri'̂ T. by = after the cccds were passed, the :::-

ceefE cf which cheque had" be~r. traced tc E was ei-issizle

as evidence acazr.sr 5, Lcrd D e r. rr. i r. said, the evider.ee

must be rejected on the principle that a r̂ ere steter.er.t

mace by cr.e censpirater tc £ "hire party cr any act cf

such conspirator r.ot cone in pursuance cf the ccr.spirazy

is not. evidence for or against any ether censpira. tor."

I think it is fairly the sarr.e proposition.

Let ir.e step evay from that and refer your lordship tc

the defence evidence which has been given denying the con- i2Z)

spiracy. Kr Kolefe in volune 247 page 13 112 lines II to 21

said this - he said

"There xs no truth in the allegation. I have never beer.

a meruber of the ANC. (This is his evidence-in-chief) I h = ve

never been a nerr.ber of the South African Ccnnunist Farty.

I have got no dealings with those organisations cr any other

organisations that is involved in a violent prograir. to over-

threw the state."

At pace 13 112 lines 22 to 30 he said that he had had

no access to ANC or SACP publications. As far as we are (30)

aware/...
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aware it was never suggested to Mr Molefe that he did have

access to such publications. We have not found any where

where it was suggested that he did have dealings with the

ANC in the sense that he had any contact with them at all.

In his evidence-in-chief - those are the scrt of things

I thought we might have heard from the Etate and would be

able to respond to, but we did not. In his evidence-in-chief

Mr Kr-lefe denied that there was any link between the UDF and

the ANC. He said that at volume 250 page 13 362 (e) . I think

that is one of those records which we got into srb pages of. (10

23 ;i2 is the reference I have (e). He says et lir.e 14 c.-.c

he is =£kec :

"Has there ever heer. any link between the United De-ccratic

Frcnt £TJC the African National Congress? -- There has never

been a. link between the African National Congress and the

UDF. That allegecicn was r.ade several tines by the government

and was mentioned by supporters of the government and repeateclv

fror, -time to tine that allegation was made. The UDF (that

is clearly a typing error) never had occasion to plzce on

reccrd its position vis-a-vis the ANC- We always denied (20)

that ve were a front for the ANC."

I do not knew what that wore is, because Mr Mclefe's

evidence is full cf occasions upon which they placed en record

that they were net associated with the ANC.

1-et me give ycur lordship the references where it is

placed on record that the UDF had no association with the

ANC. At a speech sade at New-Brighton or. 24 Octcber 19E2 cr.

the occasion of the launch - it was a meeting to establish

a UDF interim comittee in the Eastern Cape- Mr Molefe *s

evidence was that or. that occasion he mentioned that the (30)

UDF/..,
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UDF was not an e x t e n s i o n o f the A f r i c a n N a t i o n a l Congress.

Bis evidence i s in volume 249 page 13 269 line 27 to 13 272

line 9. There he confirmed that he had said that and we

produced for his confirmation a press report of the meeting,

which i s EXHIBIT DAI 8. EXHIBIT DAI 6 includes the statement

that t-he UDF i s not an extension of the African National

Congress. I t i s simply a broad front opposed to apartheid

and *he evi ls of the P.W. Botha reforms. That was said at

a pui l ic meeting on the occasion of the formation of the

interim cornir.it t e e . I t would have beer, told to everybody (1C)

wh: car.e ir. cr were considering to cc~\e ir. and i t was

publisr.ee ir. a r.evsraper with a circulat ion cf over 13 GCC

in tr . i t are=. Nc, I have giver, your lordship the wrong

figures. I t is 24 OCC. The actual figure en A.-.S. It was

repcri ed in the Evening Post. The actual figure, cirrulatic-

figures are 2- 956. Sc, there we have th is public statement

that £c a very important meeting with vice publicity, a l l

the a f f i l i a t e s would join on the basis of that statement

or a l l people considering wculd come in on the basis of that

statement. No evidence to produce, to suggest that the (21)

people who then a f f i l i a ted in the Eastern Cape had any diffe-

rent perception cf the AKC and what they were abcut.

Kr Molefe referred tc an art icle written ir. the Financial

Mail c- 25 Sover-ber 19E2, EXHIBIT DAI5 at vclurr.e 249 pace

13 223 line 26 t c 13 224 line 2. That a r t i c l e says this :

"I- is true tha t bcth UDF and the ANC are croups opposed

tc apartheid ir. South Africa, but we must say catego-

r ical ly tha t we have no relationship with the AKC and

do not envisage one because we are operating legally

and i t i s banned. The methods we are using to oppose (30)

t h e / . . .
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the state also differ fundamentally. The ANC uses

violence. We are dedicated to non-violence."

His ovn evidence was that he personally has never made a call

upon anyone to commit violence and he says this :

"It lias simply not been my policy as an individual and

neither was it the policy of the organisation that I

belonged to, the United Democratic Front and it was

not even the policy of the Soweto Civic Association. •

That evidence is in volume 249 page 13 325 lines 7 to 13.

He dealt very specifically with evidence which had (10)

beer. lee by the state in regard tc the contact between certain

c f the ANC - between certain cf the reriers of the affiliates

ar.c .-_NC ir.e-.bers or ANC houses. That was the evidence which

was riven through various of the IC witnesses. He dealt

specifically with each incident which was adduced in evidence

by tr.e state and the totality cf that evidence your lordship

will find at volume 252 page 13 50 2 line 25 to 13 505 line 13.

Let —e give your lordship the gist of that evidence. Kith

regard tc the evidence led by the state, it was suggested

that, certain individuals associated with the UDF had ir.adeuO)

contact or received training fror. the ANC, Mr Molefe speci-

fically denied knowledge of such occasions and he stated

that if they had occurred, that would net have been pursuant

to £.r.y mandate fron the UDF. That very specific statement

is ir. that section at 13 502 line 20 - it is the whole ger.er-'

section. I âr> sorry.

With regard tc the evidence of IC.6 who said that

certain persons who were officials cf the UDF had visited

Lesotho and received crash courses from the ANC, Mr Molefe

stated that he had no knowledge of such incidents, that (30)

they/...
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they would not have been acting on behalf of the UDF in

receiving such training, nor would they have obtained a

mandate from the UDF and the UDF never issued such a mandate.

With regard to the evidence of the witness 2C.6 to the

effect tnat Mr Botha of the South African Allied Workers

Union - South African Allied Workers Union was an affiliate -

was seen at ANC houses in Lesotho. Mr Molefe stated that

the ANC had given him, Botha, no such instructions and could

not have asked him to do that kind of thing- Mr Molefe

himself said he hircself did not know whether or not Mr (10)

Botha was ever there.

Kith regard t: the evidence ir. which it WEE alleged th~t

merxers of the East. London Youth Congress received instruc-

tions from the ANC, Mr Mclefe said he knew nothir.g about

this. He said that curing the period . alleged by the witness

IC.6 that the East London Youth Congress WEE not an affiliate

of the CDF and he said that if any such persons in fact did

receive instructions, they would net have had a mandate to

do so from the UDF.

Kith regard to the evidence concerning Mr Dennis Neer (20)

whe was said to have attended £ conference of the International

Labour Organisation in Zambia, Mr Mclefe said he did net

know whether or net Kr Neer had gone to Zanbia, but if that

he had cone there, it would not have been for the UDF and he

would not have had any mandate frcrr. the UDF.

With regard to the meeting between Bishop Tutu and the

AKC or the allegation that Bishop Tutu met representatives

of the AKC ir. Lusaka, Kr Molefe stated that he was not inferred

of any specific meeting that Bishop Tutu attended in Lusaka

and that if he had had a meeting with the ANC on any (30)

occasion/...
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occasion, the ODF would not have asked him to do to. It

would not have been at the instance of the UDF. Mr Molefe

said that he knew of no reports ever having been made by

Bishcp Tutu to the UDF concerning this alleged meeting with

the ANC ard he said that as a patron of the UDF Bishop Tutu

was not party to the policy making structures of the IIDI" and
*

that certainly that he had no mandate from the UDF to under-

take any visits on its behalf. As far as we can establish

fro- the record, none of this evidence was ever challenged -

Mr Xclefe's evidence. On what basis can the state ask you(12)

tc reject that evidence if heard none, but I suggest r.one'

z = r. r;;s ibly exist ar.c it car.r.ct ask your lordsr.ir tc reject

that cvi:e:.:e, v'r.ere is its case.

Xr Xclefe specifically der.iec that L'DF car.pci=ns alle-si

ir. t!".= ir.cictr.er.t were undertaker, in implementation ar.c

furtr.erar.ee cf the airr.s of tr.e ANC and ShC?. That is volur-

215 rages 12 362 lines 2 tc 3. I will deal nore fully witr.

"ha* evider.ee and hew the state approached that evidence

vher. we deal with that section of the case on the campaigns.

As far as Xr Mclefe is concerned, he also drew - UO)

attention was also drawn in the course of his evidence to

EXHIBIT C9 which was the report of the secretariate to the

Decerr-ber 1SS3 general council meeting which described as

harassment attempts which had been made to isolate the UDF -

I &n sorry, by atter.pting to project it as a front for the

banned ANC, So, when the UDF has discussions amongst itself,

it sees the accusation, that it is a front for the banned

ANC as harassment. That is prina facie proof of the ccnter.ts

and it was confirmed by Mr Molefe.

Let me go to the evidence of accused no, 20. Mr Molefe (3

said/...
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said - I ciean Mr Lekota specifically denied that he participate

in the UDF on behalf of the ANC or SACP or that he was party

to any secret conspiracy with any organisation or person.

He said that at volume 282 page 15 472 lines 15 to 25. He

was the publicity secretary and he said when accusations

linking the UDF to the ANC started appearing in newspapers,

he took steps, as he put it, to put acrcss the correct

position as it was and then he referred to a nuirber of

occasions upon which this was done. I have limped together

here statements which deal with a number of issues. They (Id)

are all relevar.t reallv to the UDF • s attitude to violence

B.T.Z. iil-ccsr.ed. It. vcs a dccrvirr.er.* whi cri vas s t;re s s st3t em£r. t.

The evidence is that - Xr lekcta said that he tried to get

as vide = publicity as possible for this statement. That i~

vclur.e 282 pace 15 492 lir.es 4 to 5. He confirms the state-

ment at volume 2S2 pace 15 4E3 line 2-1 to 15 492 line 3. Z~-

is a statement which deals with the basis cf t.he UDF opposi-

tion ... (Xr Krucel intervenes)

ASSESSOR (X? XZ-GZZ) : Is it 262? It cannot be.

XR CHASKA-SON : It is vciur.e 2S2. \22i

ASSESSOR (MR KKL-GEL) : Volume 2S2 starts at 15 478.

XR CHASKALSOK : I have get 15 433 and somebody who claims

to have checked my notes ticked my reference.

ASSESSOR (XR KRUGEL) : Volume 233.

MR CrL-.SKALSCX : Volune 283, I am sorry.

COURT : Khat is your reference to the press statement?

MR CEASKALSOX : It is a press statement where he says in

the course of ... (Court intervenes)

COURT : Has it got an exhibit number?

MR CEASKALSON : AL8 and in the course of that statement (3C-)

he/...
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he says t

"We have confidence that given the opportunity. South

Africans will not choose revolution. We are opposed

to the new deal because we are opposed to bloodshed."

He specifically denied that the UDF took any instructions

from the ANC and he said that the UDF has got a constituency.

This is at volume 183 page 15 508 lines 12 to 15. He pointed

out that the UDF has got a constituency.

"If it is going to take instructions from the ANC or

from anybody else, it is going to fall foul of this (10)

constituency and it will find itself ccr.pletely dis-

credited. "

He said that through cut the tirr.e that he serve; in the UDF

thev never had sr.v contact vith the AXC sr.c. he said :

"And we had no r.eed to discuss these issues with the

• ANC because we had er. independent bed/."

References tc that are vclu-T.e 253 pace 15 927 lines 11 to 15,

page 15 969 lir.es 10 to 11. He said that he r.a.d r.o access

to ANC cr SZiC? publications. That is in vclur.e 259 pace

15 0~3 line 24 to page 15 074 line 7. The ether referen-uCj

ce is volune 293 page 15 500 lines 14 to 20.

It was put tc him in cross-examination that the UDF ar.d

the ANC conducted the sar.e campaigns ar.d his answer to that

was this - that appears at volur.e 286 page 15" 315 lines 13

to 22 :

"There is no connection between the African National

Congress and the United Democratic Front. We have

never had any organisational contact at the time,

throughout the tine that X was serving and until our

arrest. I do not know how we could have had joined (33)

operations/.*.
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operations vith them."

Then there are some words left out which I should just check

on and it continues after that :

•Each time the UDF has been accused of being a front

for the African National Congress I have made the

point quite clear that we had neither foraal nor infoinal

links with then."

Volume 286 page 15 815 lines 13 to 22. I do not know on what

basis your lordship is asked to reject that evidence of

Mr Lekota. It was put to him that the UDF was the (10)

._= „- tv e _VNC ar.t that the UDF calls en the

rI z~r.y it that the "Z? is an internal wing cf the Afncar.

N-ticr.al Zrngress. The V-F has r.ever -ar.darez the A.\;

ic csr.ps;:- ::. its behalf, ~cr indeed are -*e aware that

the ANC has undertaken such a task on our behalf. We

have r.c kr.cvledge cf what calls it r.zs ~a.de cr. the

T.££ = es of the people cf Scuth Africa. As far as I \2~-?

knew the --_>CC is banned and it xay net be quoted in this

country. I have not read a st3ter.ent in the newspapers

where it vss said that barring the (and I think that

there are sc-e words left out, but the context is) cne

statement that was allowed by Mr Le Grange late in 15:"

after Jchnr.y Makhatini had addressed the ccr-jr.on wealth

in Nieu-Sehli India. Barring that statement which was

specifically remitted by the minister and en which

we issued a statement and made clear cur position that

we had no linkage with the African National Congress."(3C

There/...
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There was a public staterent issued by Mr LeKota deal

with this in the Evening Post of 5 December 1983. The

references are volume 283 page 15 509 line 7 to 15 510 lin<

10 and volume 289 page 16 073 lines 13 to 14. The exhibit

number is DA65 and according to Mr Lekota's evidence at

veluse >83 page 15 511 lines 1 to 4 there were other r.evsp<

reports of the sarae statement in the Western Cape, in Nata!

and in the Transvaal. He did not identify specifically th<

newspapers, but we do Jcnow that as far as the Evening ?cs:

is conceded, that its circulation is approximately 25 COO.

The effect of this statement is :

:. e r •= ecu c e

the ANC B;

cc c_ v-a" *- ccr.ferer.ee. Wr.i.e **e velcor.e ir.e suppc:

of the ANC, "ust as we wculc velccne tr.e suppcrt c:

nc links between the 'CZT ar.c the ANC. Ncr car. ̂ here r

any links under the present circu.-star.ces, Mr lekcta

said. This was because the .-_NC was banned a:.: because

the methods of the UDF were different frois these fro-

the ANC. Mr Lekota said that the UDF was concerned

about allegations by scr.e government officials that rr

UDF was a front fcr the ANC. There is not a grain of

truth in these allegations."

Shortly before his arrest he issued another statement. Tha

appeared in the Star of 20 April 1995. It is EXHIBIT DA42.

There/...
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There too he denies - he says he continually repeated that

there are no formal or informal links with the ANC.

Be was cross-examined to suggest that he did not condear.

the ANC and i t was suggested to him that because he did not

condernn the ANC, ne must be taken to support i t and he deals

with that in the record at volume 265 page 15 636 lines 8

to 30 and he said :

-I wish to state quite categorically that I think it is

very tracic that the African National Congress has

had to resort to these methods. It is tracic becauseCOl

= - -£.-.v ir.r.ccer.t terzle suffer in the prrcess. It is

Zr" r.ur.c cT.c ^ ̂  cr./ pw-~.-- — — — ^
ii— — ~— ~ •. — - - - ~ *~ — — —

--•=>= are lest to our sccietv. I understand, r.rvever,

very firrr.ly the depth of frustration of young pecple,

vcur.c z~d old really, who 1-ck arounc tner.se.ves ~r.c • _C •

see the life without opportunities of a tcrr.orrcv for

-he-selves- Ycur.g -en, young fellows and ycur.g aethers

who lock around and see that they have nothing to beruea'

unto their children, except the state of political

recklessness, as xenial servants denied the oppcrtur.it;

of education, training and so on. I understand those

frustrations and for that reason I an not in a position

zr.d I reserve ^y ccr.derj-.aticn for whet is taking place

in our society for the policies of the government of cur

country. It is these policies really which produce (30)

people/...
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people with such a depth of frustration as vould then

resort to methods of this nature.*

Our submission to your lordship is that that is a

reasonable position to take up. It does not matter whether

one agrees or disagrees with that position. It is a

reasonable position to take up and one cannot certainly

characterise the failure to condemn for those reasons as

leading as it were to the conclusion, therefore you are in

conspiracy with then.

Attention was also drawn to other publications dealing r

with a beg us pamphlet which sought to link the VDF with the

A.'.T, purrrr tec tc have beer. issued in the ner.e of the I"I;?

a~.z a r.'_r_rer of press st6ter.er.ts were raze et~ut that ir.

various newspapers with wide circulation in So-jth Africa.

Mr lekctc hin-self nade a statement which appeared in the

RE-C Daily -Mail on 19 May iS£4 :

"UDF publici ty secretary, Mr Patrick Terror Lekota

seic yesterday that state propaganda had mace a series

of unsubstantiated efforts to equate the UDF with the

ANC. Parents should r.ct allow the.-selves to be taker.(2C]

by such propaganda. There i s nothing in the operation

of the UDF or i t s affiliates which can be used to

imply that the UDF recruits people for ANC activities,

he sa id ."

CO'-r.T : Exhibit mirier?

ME CHASKALSOK : There are a series of exhibits . EXHIBIT £AS2

83, 84 and 65. The one I have just read fror. is EXHIBIT DAE5.

The record is volure 286 page 15 733 l ine 15, 15 775 line 26.

I have not checked the circulation figures of the other

newspapers, but the one in which Hr Lekota fs was published, (30)

had a circulat ion of 116 000.

COURT ADJOURNS UN'TIL HhOO.
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THE COURT RESUMES AFTER LUNCH

MR CHASKALSON: To complete the references to Mr Lefcota's

evidence, ir. his evider.ce-in-chief at volume 286, page

15 776, lines 5 to 12, you specifically asked whether the

public of South Africa was informed of the UDF's aims and

objects and of the fact that it had nothing to to with the

ANC end his answer was:

•In ny view the position of the UDF was so constantly

repeated that it had becoir.e aincst monotonous. We sai

it over ar.d over again. Ke tried to say it in differC

er.t w=ys and we were satisfied in cur owr. nir.cs that t

r j cl i c was suffirie r. 11 y i - f - r .T.e c =:;;: the pc$::;:r. r:

vr.icr. er.erges frrrr. r.r.e szaze case itself, the siaie allecer

that all the xencers of the -:ar.are~er.t cc-_T.itt = £ were cart"-"

to th^s czT.sp*racy vit." tr;e ANC cr ir* scir.e vay ir.vclved -21

vith -he ANC to rrcr.ote the AXC's objectives, and one of

the cersor.s specifically aier.tior.ee in the indictnent as

£>ei'~ party to that conspiracy was the witness Father

McCa-T.el and he was icer.tified in the further particulars

and in the further and better particulars. The further

particulars at page 3 he is referred to as indeed he was,

the chairman of the VCA. And in the further and better

particulars his nar.e is rentioned again at page 10, yet

when he came to give evidence for the state he denied that

any linkage - that there was any linkage at all between (20

the / ..
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the VCA and i t s a c t i v i t i e s and the ANC and the South African

Communist Party and indeed when these allegations were put

to him he said that there was no truth in them whatever er.f

he agreed that they were quite ridiculous allegations. That

is in McCamel's evidence at volume 35, page 1 608, l ine 3

to page 1 609, l ine 14. hs the state case progressed the

state i tself reemed to give up this allegation. It did not

sees to have been taken up with the r.enbers of the af f i l i s res

who have beer, ce l led to give evidence in any depth or any

deta i l that we can find and as far as we have ieen able (*0

to establish sc far i t dees r.ot seer ever, to r. = ve beer* put

*itr. " 6 .-J.C, tr.st i t s ;C5_5 vsre tr.c vic_sr.z cver"rcw DI

the r;ver:.r.er.t ar.d ir. esser.ee as I ce=lt with . z - as we

dealt.wi-r. i t yes-ercay ir. our arrunver.r, ir.e s t a t e ' s ccr.te:.-

tior. here is that the UDF was plar.r.ed ar.i ccr.sti t- ted ;i"

with the object cf crgar.isiriO and po l i t i c i s ing the masses

with the ultimate coal of leading the- into a violent

revolution to overthrow the state . Now not. only was there

no direct evidence rendered in support of t h i s allegation

but the al legation was denied by the rr.air. s t a t e witness whes-

evider.ee the s t a t e says was satisfactory. He was put forwarc

as a sat isfactory witness , that is McCar.el. In volume 7,

I an scrry, i t i s volume 35; after having dea l t with the

question of the ANC the cross-examination gets takei up with

him at page 1 603 l ine 12: ( 3 0

"If / . .
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"If it were to be said that you as chairman of the

Vaal Civic Association conspired with the ODF to over-

throw the South African government by violence, would

you regard that equally as a ridiculous allegation?

— That person would not be tailing any truth.

What is your own personal attitude to achieving

political objectives by violent means? — I do not go

accord with any violence. /

Car. we accept then when -you joined the Vsal Civic

Association that you did not do so in order to pro- {10

— c te v:cle::ce? - - Tha t is true.

You -sic r.e rr.er.tior; in ycur ev::er.ce of iz ever ha\--r.=

-her the Vesl Civic A£scc;s:i:r. shculd cr:z:;= or

sncourare violence? -- In no rr.eenr.g which. I ever atzer.-

z"ed was a rentier, r.ace rf any violence-

l-'.c'zcz'.- ever suggested in ycur preser.ee r.-.at -he -2"-

Vaal Civic Association members should endeavour to

rrcr-cte revcluticr.? — That- is so.

None of these speakers at-the mass ~eetir.es which yru

attended ever x.ade such a statement in yc-r presence?

— N c

I can understand that you cannot rer.errxer everythir.r

that was said at all the ceetir.es but if such a thing

had been said in your- presence is that sc~ething which

vou would have rer.exhered? — I believe that I would.*

And then the cross-exanination proceeds further. So out (30

of / ..
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of the state's own witnesses comes a denial of the central

proposition to the state case and what the state has tended

to do is to ignore the denials of a witness like HcCamel

to deal quite inadequately with the evidence of the defence

witnesses all of whom denied this proposition and to attempt

to construct a case by inferences which it seeks to draw

from the unrest during the period September 1984 to June

1985 and from passages in certain documents and speeches,

and it does as I have suggested earlier to your lordship

today it treats every act of violence which have been (10

referred to in this case as having been committed by the

UDF i" furtherance of its ccals and it sees every document

and every speech-as -f it vere an official statement of -UDF

policy without regard to the evidence in that respect. It

has also not seemingly paid any attention to the fact that

the U2T was a political front and not a political organisa-

tion. And it seemingly has paid no attention to the

evidence given by the witnesses as to the structure of the

UDF and its policy. Now what we want to do is zo begin

by locking at the structure ar.d policy of the UDF, to (20

begin by looking at trie evidence in regard to the structure

and policy of the UDF. And we will deal with certain related

matters arising out of the indictment and we will then pro-

ceed to look at the evidence relating to acts of violence;

there will be an argument on the Vaal evidence; there will

be an argument addressed to your lordship on the 31 areas

and there will be aji argument looking at the speeches and

publications, the central documents on which reliance is

placed.

But beginning with the structure. Now a front in (30

our / ..
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our submission unlike a political party does not have a

unitary cohesive structure. It has a loose and flexible

structure deliberately adopted to enable affiliates to

retain their own independence with the object of bringing

together people and orgarisations rather of different,

possibly differe.it attitudes but who have a cozncon identity

on the issue or issues to which the front is directing its

attention. And so there will inevitably be divergences -

or not inevitably but there is no reason why there should

not be, and in all likelihood there will be divergences (10

of attitudes, divergences of ideologies, divergences cf

actions between the different people, within the different

organisations within the front when these organisations are

encaged in pursuing their own purposes. Mr Molefe dealt

with this in his evidence at volume 249, page 13 266, line

17, to 13 269f line 7. I am going to leave out a few words

in what I am reading to your lordship to let the r.atter

flow more logically. It is in the middle of an ansver,

line 17 where he says:

"..but within a front you have a situation where (20

especially a front of the nature of the UDF, where

organisations that existed before they have got differ-

ent ways at which they look - different ways of look-

ing at problems. They have got their own policies and

programmes that had been operative before the UDF was

formed as a front. If a front sought to keep these

organisations together under its banner it would not

have been able to do so without accepting the fact

that they have to be independent, they have to carry

on the programmes that they have been carrying out. (30

It / ..
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I t would simply not be In a position to decide for a l l

those organisations. I think another factor that i s

crucial Is that the very size of the United Democratic

Front, the hundreds of organisations that were coining

together under this banner simply me art that i t was

not going to be feasible to control every component

of that front i.i terms of determining what they should

do at what time. Besides that i t would simply run

counter to the whole concept of democracy because i t

i s the members of those organisations who r.ust decide (10

2t local level as to the direction that they thought

"heir organisation should take. "

Ar.d Mr Le-cota took up the same theme. He did so at volume

253 pa~e 15 520, lir.es 21 to 27 . And he explair.ec there

that the autonomy of the affi l iates was an accepted and

important principle of the UDF and he said firs:: of all

because the UDF was a front the question of autonomy of

the aff i l ia tes was an important .one, in fact because the

affiliates of the UDF were organisations that had existed

in their own right before the UDF was formed. It was {20

important for them t o define t he parameters as to what

extent they were ceding their independence in affiliating

and to what extent they remained independent. Ar.d the

central issue around which the UDF was formed was around the

question of opposing the new constitution and the Koornhof

bills and as Mr Lekota put i t at volume 291, page 16 195

lines 1 to 5, i t was not for us to shape their policy, shape

their perceptions and their visions and so on; they had

been there longer than us.

Now the structure of the UDF appears from i t s working (20

principles/..
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principles. The highest decision making body is the national

general council which comprises representatives of all affili-

ated organisations and i t is required or i t is expected under

the working principles to meet at least once a year and the

working principles begin at page 8 of EXHIBIT A.1 and It is

paragraph 8 which determines, which identifies the role of

the national general council and how voting takes place.

Decision rnaJclng between national general council meetings

is undertaken by the national executive committee which

consists of office bearers and representatives and constituent

no
regions of the UDF and i ts decisions are to be carried out

by the secretariat which consists of two secretaries frorr.

each rerirr. and there has been a coed deal of evidence give-

to ycur lordship about decisions which the national execu-

tive comr.ittee did take and about things which they did net

decide ar.d we will have to look at that later as well. 3ut

the national executive committee is dealt with in paragraph

9 of the working principles. There are only two offices of

the UDF, zhat i s the general secretary who i s accused no. 19,

Mr Molefe; and the publici ty secre tary who i s accused (22

no.20, Mr Lekota and they are ex o f f i c i o members of the NEC.

That appears in paragraph 11 of the working principles.

Now the working principles in paragraph 6 provide that

all regional formations and member organisations shall have

complete independence within the umbrella of the United

Democratic Front provided that actions and policies of member =>

axe not inconsistent with the pol ic ies of the UDF. Now of

course the aember i s the a f f i l i a t e , not an individual person

and to determine what the policy of an a f f i l i a t e is one

would have to look at the a f f i l i a t e ' s constitution, one (30

would / . .
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would have to look at the affiliate's activities in a broad

sense and one would have to contextualise a particular

action or statement of an Individual who belonged to that

affiliate within the broader picture of the affiliate to

determine what the policy of that affiliate was. He really

had no evidence directed to that in any meaningful sense.

There are 600 affiliates of the UDF, it did net really look

at what the policies of each one of the affiliates were.

We were not asked to investigate a speech made by X at a

meeting of affiliate Y to see whether that speech could (10

K ' be relied upon to prove the policy of affiliate Y and one

coulc not do that without looking at what affiliate Y's

broad policy was, what it clairr.ee its policy was, what its

constitution said it was doing, what it told its members

it w=.s doing and whether that particular person was speaking

on behalf of that organisation end if he was speaking en

behalf of that organisation, what was said was consonant

with -the policy. Ar.d if one or two speakers nake militant

speeches you cannot even infer frcn that that the policy cf

_y the affiliate is a militant policy. And r.o atterr.pt was (20

really made to establish policy of the affiliates, but this

independence - I draw attention also that the independence

attaches not only to the member organisations but also to

regional formations. Now regional formations of course

consists, the policy of a regional will be determined by

the affiliates to that region but a policy of a region is

not necessarily a policy of the UDF unless all regions

accept, it at the national general council. And again I dc

not think any attempt had been made to investigate what was

meant by policy of the UDF. When it is said the policy (30

of / ..
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of the UDF Is to overthrow the state by violence how do you

determine that policy? Certainly not enough to show that a

speaker uttered words which could be construed as oilitant

can possibly be supportive of violence. One would have to

go very much further than that and when we come to look at

that particular aspect of this case, I will look at the

main documents relied upon by the state and deal with them.

But to go back again to the question of independence, Mr

Molefe in volume 249 page 13 267 line 15 to 13 268 line 4

said this: (10

"At a practical level this means that although organi-

sations are ccrning together under the banner of the

United Democratic Front despite the fact that they were

members of the United Democratic Front their indepen-

dence would be guaranteed. This means the 'United

Democratic Trent was not going to take decisions for

thos organisations; the UDF was not going to determine

their day to day activities. They would continue to

decide on their own programmes, it would be their

members who actually decided the policies of those (

organisations and their day to day activities. It

would mean that the philosophy that they were sub-

scribing to or the political tendencies that they

adhered to would be respected within the umbrella

of the United Democratic Front."

Now I have not yet counted the number of affiliates about

whon we have had evidence in this case. We do know that

there were 600 affiliates, and what we do know is that we

have heard only about a few and indeed not even about the

affiliates so much as about people within, who are membersi30

identified / ..

20
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identified as nembers of those aff i l iates , as to what they

have done, what they may have said. There are documents of

some aff i l iates but clearly they had just been produced -

as I wil l show your lordship later there i s evidence that

there are a lo t of other meetings which were held by the

UDF which had not been referred to; a lot of other documents

which had not been referred to. He do not know how repre-

sentative the documents of the affi l iates are that are

produced for the purpose of determining their policies and

no witnesses were called about those affiliates to say what(10

] their policies were. All of these present problems when you

cone to examine what inferences you can draw frcm the

evidence that: is before you in regard to the policy cf a

particular a f f i l i a t e ar.d the policy of the United Democratic

Front i t se l f .

Now the evidence was according to Mr Molefe at volume

251, page 13 403 page 22 to 13 404 line 3, that when the

UDF itself took a decision for instance whether to support

the referendum or not i t tried as far as possible to achieve

J concensus and that the NEC did net perceive i t s role as (20

a dictatorial ro le , laying down policy and quite frequently

we see both from the evidence and from the minutes themselves

that NEC decisions were treated not as policy decisions but

as recommendations to go back to the a f f i l i a tes for further

discussion and Mr Molefe put i t this way at volume 251,

page 13 403 l ine 22 to 13 404 line 3. He says:

"I t operates in this manner. At a l l material times it

takes into account the fact that the regions are autono-

mous bodies within, the broad UDF and that the decisions

that the NEC takes are recommendations which have (30

got / . .
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got to be discussed at regional level. When the

affiliates in the region of the UDF feel that as far

as they were concerned what the NECC is saying Is

Incorrect, they had every right to take a decision that

is against that. They are free to do so. In other

words the NEC did not impose its decision on its

regions, it could not enforce those decisions unless

there was a concensus within the UDF."

Now the attitude towards the independence and the autonomy

of the affiliates was respected in practice according to (10

the evidence, that this was made manifest on a number of

occasions and it is in fact frcm witnesses other than the -

there are witnesses nher than the accused who had referred

to this. For example Mr London of the Huhudi Civic Associa-

tion. In volume 4GQ, page 23 277 line 13 to page 23 2B0

line. "7, mentions that, he brought back the message in regard

to iridependence - I think it nay have been from the launch.

I thirJc I put it slightly wrcngly, m'lord. It was not Mr

London himself -

•Did any member of your association raise the ques- (20

tion of the UDF? — Joe Khasu was the person who had

some informatior. about it."

ASSESSOR: Where is that now?

MR CHASKALSON; 23 277, line 13. It is in Mr London's

evidence. And he tells there at the beginning of that passes •-

of how they found out, how the UDF was brought to their atten-

tion and how people went to the launch and that - and this

is what he says at the bottom of 23 278:

"Was there any discussion as to whether or not your

civic association was to become a member of the UDF (30

or / ..
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or not? — Yes, what happened is that after a report

was made to the community by the delegation which

attended the launch of the UDF in the Cape, they were

then asked what their feelings were, what could be done

after the information had been given to them, on which

the community decided that our associate can af f i l ia te

to th i s organisation.

You say they came back with some resolutions. Was

there any resolution or resolutions that were of par-

t i cu l a r in te res t to you in Huhudi? — Yes, the very one
(10

in which we were involved, the removal. They have

taker, a resolution about that , they were goir.c to help.

The question cf affi l iat ion, how did you understand

that? Would you become part cf another organisation

or do you remain independent from the other organisaticr.?

— We were joining them but were s t i l l going to remain

independent on our own decisions."

And so that was the message that was brought back that they

were going to join but that they were to remain independent

arid dr Nkcnc in voluae 382 page 22 143 l ine 4 read with <2C

page 22 147 l ine 2 and following, indicated that the question

of independence was of importance to the Saulsville/Atteridge-

vil le - i t i s rea l ly the Atteridgeville/Saulsville residents'

association. Ar.d the fact that there would be differences

between the a f f i l i a t e s and that those differences could be

accocnodated within the front was specifically mentioned at

the launch. In the speech the Rev Frank Chikane which is

recorded in EXHIBIT A.I, that is the document which was

distributed by the DDF, i t is at pages 36 to 37, there is

a record of these observations at tr ibuted to the Rev (3C

Frank / . .
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Frank Chikane;

•This broad front therefore agreed on a declaration

of principles on which they had to work. We are going

to look into the final draft of those principles today

but those are minimum demands around which we.can rally

in opposing these reform proposals. The idea of the

fror.t therefore is a new concept in the struggle of

the people for the last twenty years and is understood

to be standing for unity in action, accepting the fact

that all the organisations coning together have got (10

d i f f erer.ces . There are also differences of class,

differences cf icerlcgy, differences of :--=:.;, but all

:: the~ a~ree that ihev re~e~i the refer" ~~ZZZ-SB.1S

tr.at are proposed by the 5cth = regime and ~s a result

tr.ey need a broad fror.t to do this. That necessitates

23 a national political organisation but as a united

front for the sole purpose cf opposing the reform

proposals in the Xocrnhof bills ."

Ar.d the sane point was r.ade by Archie Gunece ir. his speech (II

at the launch. This at EXHIBIT A.I, page 39. And he says

after having pointed to the fact that everybody knew what

the front - he says:

"You all know what the United Democratic Front i£ about.

He says it is a fror.t, it is not an organisation. "It is a

front ar.d it is ccT.pcsed of different organisations which dc

not necessarily agree ideologically in all respects vith eacr.

ether's point of view but you have all agreed that apartheid

must be banished from the face of South Africa. It is a

front at this stage which is established for the purpose (3Z

of / ..
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of struggling against the constitutional bills and the

Koornhof bills which are Intended to entrench apartheid in

our society. The individual organisations of this front

have their own identity but they are determined to co-operate

with one another in this specific issue". And that point is

taken up in the Financial Mall article by Mr Molefe who

confirmed the correctness of what was said there. In

volume 249 page 13 272 line 6 to 10, the article is DA-15^

And again he stressed the fact there that the front consists

of nu-erous affiliate organisations which are to retain (10

their autonomous identities although they subscribe to the

UDF1 £ overall a in. That sar.e point is -ade in his speech ir.

Pert Eiizabet-h which he identified in evidence and I pre-

viously referred to that and it is EXHI3IT DA. ". 3 .

Xr Lekota reaffirms that in the South African Labour

Bulletin which is ZXKI3IT C-54. He confirms that at volume

294, page .16 437, line 5 to 7. He says:

"When an organisation is affiliated -o the UDF it

retains its independence. It cedes its independence

rnly ir. regard to opposition to the constitutional (20

proposals and the Koornhof bills."

and in a speech to the Transvaal Indian Congress which is

recorded in EXHIBIT V.9 - it is a long speech, it is a long

extract from the record, which is recorded in volume 28 5

page 15 697 line 28 to page 15 698 line 26. It is when

speaking, and he is speaking to an affiliate, he says:

"I want to make the crucial point that the United

Democratic Front is united because it unites our people

across racial boundaries and across provincial bounda-

ries. The United Democratic Front pulls together (30

our / ..
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our people not only on the basis of their particular

class or social structure interests but Is pulling

these people together on the basis of primarily a

commitment to opposition to apartheid. I will submit

that the amount of differences which exist between the

different affiliates like you could say that there is

90% difference between the constituents of the United

Democratic Front. Our interest is in the 10% agreement

•that the new constitution and legislation is unaccept-

able to the people of South Africa. That, is what

constitutes this front.1*

and in his evidence he reaffirms that passage. !Icw these

are r.ot things which vere being said as i t were during the

tr ia l for the first time, this is what- the people associated

in leadership positions in the f ro" were acoir.g the country

sayir.g to people: you are independent, you are determining

ycur own policies. They reported what, i t was all said. It

is r.ct sonethir.g contrived. There are a series c5 indepen-

dent: organisations ar.d ever. t.he regions have their own

aut.or.omy and flexibility ar.d Mr Molefe drew attention to that

at volume 249 page 13 275, lines 3 to 8 where he confirmed

that in practice the working principles which give regional

autonomy was adhered to . He said that the regions enjoyed

at. autonomy. They would deal with problems as they saw them,

they saw best in the areas in which they were operating.

The NEC from time to time would suggest guidelines but as

how that would be implemented depended on how the affiliates

at regional level f e l t about the guidelines provided. And

your lordship will recollect that where an issue such as

the referendum, whether to vote in the referendum or not (30

crcpped / . .
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cropped up the NEC did not determine what should be done. In

fact what happened was that it became clear that there was -

because there was no concensus that there should be a

national general council held to try and resolve the issue,

whether to call for a referendum or not o~\ the question

within the Indian and Coloured communities because your

lordship will remember that there was to be a referendum

within the white community but r.ot in the Indian and Coloured

cc^jnunities and there was a question that should there be

a call for a referendum - in the er.d a national general (10

council was called to discuss that. The national general

council itself could not resolve it because there were

differences of opinion. I think we were told the figures

of something like 55 to 45 and in the end it was really -

coir.prcnises had to be arranged and Mr Molefe deals with it

in volume 249 at page 13 272 line 25 to 13 274 line 28. New

of course that shows not only the loose structure within the

'CDF but it also shows that the UDF was not as it were a fror.z

of the ANC. It is very clear evidence of the fact that the

UDF was taking its own decisions because if the ANC was (20

telling it what to do the Ai;C would have issued a directive :

do this, do that and it would have been implemented. Yet

we see that when there is something which has to be decided

the process which gets followed before that decision. And

Mr Molefe in the passage which I have given your lordship

shows how careful they were to try to reach a concensus

that would be acceptable- I think your lordship asked Mr

Molefe whether the Transvaal region would have to toe the

line as far as the national executive council was concerned

and his reply at volume 254, page 13 695, line 15 to 13 696
(30

line 10/..
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line 10 was this as far as the region was concerned:

"It might decide that it does not support that line,

it may have to be debated and if concensus is not

reached very often it is difficult to go ahead. Let

us take the example of the Kennedy visit. The general

view of the NEC of the UDF was that Kennedy was welcome,

he should be met. The UDF could assist hia in whatever

he wanted to be assisted in. Then a number of regional

affiliates said no, they did not think the UDF should

do that and the NEC could not Impose its views on (10

that, some kind of flexible approach had to be adopted.

It was really a difficult situation. If the NEC could

just tell then: leek, ycu toe this line, we would have

zaken that decision and every region would have toed

rhe line but it could not happen that way. It was the

view of the majority of the people in the NEC that

for instance there must be a call for a referendum and

zha-c UDF must participate in that referendum ar.d vote

"no", but regions could not accept that ar.d we could

not go ahead calling for a referendum." (20

And I understand, I haven't the reference at the moment but

that the witness Kachalia supported the evidence given by

Mr Molefe in regard to the Kennedy visit and we will find

that reference. So the state's argument was incorrectly

premised on the existence of an organisation with a command

structure which controls and directs the activities of its

affiliates. And apart from the fact that that misconception

niisconceived the nature of front formation the evidence

showed that the actual decision making mechanisms of the

UDF were often slow and cumbersome and that there were a (3C

large / ..
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large number of problems of co-ordination and comnunication.

Mr Molefe describes how policy of the UDF is set in volume

257 page 13 808, lines 1 to 10. He says that the national

general council is the highest policy making body and in the

intervening period when the NGC is not meeting the SEC is

entrusted with the task of dealing with policy matters. It

makes policy subject to a process of consultations with the

regions of the UDF and the affiliates of the UDF which would

oe participating as part of the regions of the UDF and then

it gets feedback from the regions of the UDF and then it (10

arrives at a synthesis of the view of all the regicns and

only then does the issue become a policy cf the CDF, so it

is a slow laborious process, r.othing to show that a planned

scher.e of violence was ever the subject of discussion and

the violent overthrow of the state was ever the subject of

discussion within the UDF itself, within any of its affilia-

tes .

He also explained that the national office of the UDF

did r.ct deal with affiliates save in exception circumstances.

The national office would liaise with regions. Its job (20

was to implement the national work of the UDF and where it

would have contact with others it would deal with the regions

and that even then it would not give instructions to the

regicns as to what is to be done, it would also send out

re cerate ndat ions or proposals to the regions for discussions

in those regions and would wait for the feedback. That

comes at volume 251, page 13 452, lines 1 to 15. And it

was for that reason that the affiliates would take, who

enjoyed their own autonomy, would take their own decisions

on local campaigns. He said sometimes they might involve (30

the /.,
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the DDF in it, sometimes they might ask the UDF to send

speakers to the meeting, but essentially the decisions were

taken locally and that evidence is at volume 256, page

13 718 line 29 to 13 719, line 5.

COURT: What local campaigns did the affiliates do?

MR CHASKALSON: Well, I do not know that that was ever

investigated.

COURT: I have never heard of one.

MR CI-IASKALSQN: But Mr Molefe mentioned that, I aa not

sure that anyone questioned them on that to ask thes were (10

there any local campaigns. I will look through scne of

the evidence, we think that there may be some evidence of

local campaigns. It is suggested zo ~e that the removal

ir. Kuhudi was a local canpaigr. that has been going on and

which was pursued by the Huhudi people en their own. That

there was evidence about: squatters en the East 7anc vhc

had been running - in certain places who have been running

their own campaign and which continue. There was evidence

about people being active in Ler.asia in certain areas which

was continued. * (20

COURT: What do you mean by campaign then?

MR CHASXALSCX; Well I would assume that a campaign in that

context would be a decision by the local affiliates to

pursue a particular objective and to pursue it systematically,

going to - you see, I am sure what the evidence in Huhudi

says and I am reluctant to say what may be embraced within

that campaign, but that is what I would understand as a

campaign, to pursue a particular campaign systematically for

the Durposes of that particular affiliate by whatever means

that affiliate deems to be appropriate. It may amount to (30

meetings /..
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meetings, it may amount to protests, it may amount to seeking

interviews with people to put their cases but it would be

an organised undertaking towards the achievement of a

particular purpose.

To complete the references here there is a passage in

volume 256, page 13 801 lines 5 to 22 and there are two

passages from Mr OhiJcar.e's evidence, volume 305, pago 17

447, lines 16 to 18 and volume 305, page 17 442 line 20

to 17 443, line 1. All stressing the independence of the

affiliates. It is also clear from the evidence that there (10

were problems where the UDF national offices attempted to

perform its role of co-ordinator in regard to issues that

were to be taken up on national scale. In the office's

reucrt to the national executive meeting of 1/2 June which

your lordship will find in EXHI3IT G.2 paragraph 3 records

r.h is:

"3.1- Minimal co-ordination between affiliates and

REC and among affiliates themselves. All this is

reflected by performance in the MSC.

3.2 Administration of this region is very distur- (20

bing.

3.4 Lapse of contact between areas are observable

and at times racial overtones are detectable."

ASSESSOR: Is that in T.2?

MR CHASXALSON; G, m'lord, G.2.

ASSESSOR: Oh, G.2, I am sorry.

MR CHASKALSCN: EXHIBIT G. Mr Lekota gave evidence about

that and their understanding of that at volume 285, page

15 732 lines 3 to 25. He said that the Transvaal office

did not seem to be having a lively interaction with the (30

various / ..
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various affiliates under it and tended to be a disjointed

activity in the region. There was not sufficient co-ordina-

tion as a result their performance became fairly well poor.

And Mr Chikane also confirmed that communication between the

Transvaal office and its affiliates was not gooi, that they

did not work together on the - adequately on the Million

Signature campaign and that the working relationships

between organisations in the Transvaal and the Transvaal

office could not function properly. The office was just

not working. That is in his evidence, I will give your (10

lordship two passages, volume .300 pace 17 030, line 29 to

17 03-5 line 24. Volume 306, page 17 537 line 1, to 17 540

lir.e 3. On 14 April 1984 the minutes of the Transvaal

general council rr.eeting which is EXHIBIT P.1 reflect -chat

only three reports had been received from affiliates ar.d it

w=s r.cted there that the failure to r.ake reports -ade it

difficult for the Transvaal office to keep in contact with

the affiliates. Mr Chikane was questioned about this, abour

this directive rcle as it were. In volume 306 page 17 54 3

line 22 to page 17 544 line 2, and it was put to him that (20

the UDF in effect directed and controlled the mobilisation

and the politicisation of the affiliates in the 22 -

apparently that is the figure used. Whoever put the question

said there were 22 places mentioned in the indictment. I

assume it was meant to be the 23 remaining areas. I do not

know, but anyhow the questioner refers to the 22 places

mentioned in the indictment. And Mr Chikane's response was:

"I reject that. It was not controlling the organisations.

UDF have a declaration of working principles of which organi-

sations have wanted to support and subscribe to and they, (30

in / ..
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in these papers It i s very clearly stated that organisations

retain their autonomy, so I reject the suggestion that they

were controlled by the UDF. And then at page 17 554, the

cross-examination continues as follows:

"And I put i t to you further, Mr Chikane, that these

affiliated organisations of the UDF in the different

places mobilised, politicised and organised the people

in accordance with the issues and campaigns of the UDF

that is as depicted in the resolutions adopted at the

launch of the UDF in August 1933. — I have stated (*0

yesterday that when I went to Northern Transvaal for

instance I did not have the resolutions. I spcke abcu:.

the declaration, I spoke about the working principles.

Those were the key documents of. the United Democratic

front, so I reject the suggestion that these organisa-

tions vere organised on the basis of those resolutions."

In the absence of any evidence to the contrary the state is

hound by the answer. We have not had any contrary evidence

drawr. to our attention, indeed we do not think there is

any. Even on the suggestion that the ninutes should be {20

exchanged so that the regions should knew what was taking

place in different parts of the country, even -there i t appears

that this did not happen, that i t was sufficient for the

regions to report at the NEC when the NEC had i t s meetings

and that evidence was given by Mr Molefe in volume 252

page 13 512 line 26 to 13 513 line 12. I t appears also that

the regions did not send minutes of their meetings to the

national office and that the regional executive meetings

were not sent to the affi l iates. Only minutes of the general

council was sent to affi l iates. Mr Molefe's evidence (30

volume / . .
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volume 272 page 14 785 line 2 to 16. Mow we make the sub-

mission to your lordship that a proper understanding of the

formation of a front* a front formation is necessary to

answer the question what was the policy of the front, which

is the key question in this case- And so one has to have

an understanding of the relationship between affiliate.? and

the front and the way in which the affiliates can or are

allowed to function independently of the front And Jlr

Molefe put it this way in volume 267, page 14 401 line 22

to 14 402, line 4. He said: (10

"The UDF is a front cf diverse organisations. Each one

of them pursue its own policy, its own ideology. Ail
> • -

they agree on is that the r.ew constitution and the

Kocrnhof bills were unacceptable. It may veil be that

they agree on a non-racial democratic South Africa, some

of them nay agree on a black majority government,

something like that, but I cannot attempt to speak for

every affiliate of the UDF in respect of their individual

policy positions in respects of the kind cf Scuth Africa

that each of thes wants. Some of them are cornitted (20

to the Freedom Charter, others are not. Others are

black consciousness orientated organisations.1*

Now m'lord, we found in the cross-examination that the cross-

examiner would simply put to the witness that what an

affiliate did was really what the UDF did and it was con-

tinually rejected by the witnesses to whom it was put. And

there is an exchange between Mr Molefe, Mr Jacobs, at

volume 253, page 13 585 line 19 to 13 586 line 15 where this

proposition is firstly rejected by Mr Molefe. Again the same

thing taken up with Xr Molefe at volume 268, page 14 522 (30

line / ..
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line 23 to 30 and 14 523 line 15. And again volume 269

page 14 537 line 2 to 17. And it was repeatedly emphasized

in the evidence that the UDF cannot be held responsible for

what is contained in publications of its affiliates or for

what is contained in documents such as SASPU National and

other such documents which were put before the court. And

when asked, Mr Lekota, whether the UDF had control over the

contents of documents emanating from affiliates his answer

at volume 299, page 16 951 lines 13 to 25 was this: "No,

certainly not. A lot of the documents which would have (10

been written by affiliates we would not have control over

unless they came into our hands and they care to the councils

of the front and they were discussed there, but otherwise

you kr.ow people wri.e documents and one does no: even see

those documents, and when the police go into action and they

go tc a house and they go into a building ar.d they find

those documents for -he first time when we come here we also

meet some of those documents. They have got nothing to do

with ~he policy of -he front, they are not sanctioned by the

front; they are not even known to officials of -he front.(30

Ar.d again in regard to particular documents, EXHI3IT

C-96, Mr Lekota dealt with that in volume 290 page 16 136

lines 5 to 19 and EXHIBIT AG.12 which is the document from

the Transvaal Indian Congress, he dealt with that in volume

290, page 16 154 lines 7 to 13 and he indicated that the

UDF logo merely indicated in effect that the particular

organisation was affiliated to the UDF but it did not signify

that the UDF approved of the contents of any document or

it meant nothing more than that that organisation was an

affiliate of the UDF, and that is in volume 305. I think (30

that / ..
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that is Mr Chikane's evidence, not Mr Lekota, I am sorry.

Volune 305 page 17 518 line 19 to page 17 519, line 12.

Now there was a great deal of evidence directed by the

defence to the question as to whether the goal of the UDF

was the violent overthrow of the state. Mr Molefe made it

clear on a number of occasions that violence did not form

any part of the programme of the UDF and that violence was

never contemplated by the UDF. He made it clear that it

aimed at all tines to achieve its objects by non-violent

methods and he said that there was no truth in the allegation

that, the UDF was preparing the masses for a violent revolu-

tion. And there are a nunber of public statements to which

he referred during the course of his evidence. At volume

24 9, page 13 223 line 26 to 13 224 line 2 he identified

EXHIBIT DA.15. It is a November 1983 statement in which it

was said: "It, is true that both the UDF and ANC are groups

opposed to apartheid, but we must say categorically that we

have no relationship with the ANC and do not envisage one

because we are operating legally and it is banned."

That is the one, yes - but it is again in this ccr.text

and it is not only in the context of the ANC new, it is the

context of his stressing the fact that "we are dedicated to

non-violence". In the Evening Post of August 1984 there is

a statement reported by Mr Molefe in which he said that it

was not the UDF policy to organise disruptive action and in

which he stated further that the UDF was a legal and non-

violent body and they accused the government of making false

allecations concerning the UDF

COURT: What is your reference?

MR CHASKALSQN: That is EXHIBIT DA. 16 and the reference is (30

volume /..
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volume 249 p a g e 13 228 l i n e 27 t o 13 230 l i n e 8 . Nov I am

not going to keep looking up these circulation figures but

you know that these publications had wide circulation and

certainly as far as people who were in the front, members of

affiliates and others who were going to be* part of the front

and who wanted to go along with the front, this will be

continually in front of them. There would be no reason for

then when they continually see these papers, this wide

circulation, th is wide publicity given to i t , to believe that

the policy of the UDF was anything other than i t purported (10

to be. Your lordship will remernber that in regard to the

Black Christmas campaign, that there was a press statement

issued which was published - the one produced -o your lord-

ship was in the City Press. I t is 2XHI3IT DA. 17, i t is Mr

Molefe ' s evidence , volume 249 cage 1 3 230 , iir.e 21 , to

13 232 iir.e *9 and in that statement Mr Molefe specifically-

called upon people to act with dignity and not to use force

to persuade ethers to observe the 3lack Christmas campaign.

Its circulation is 98 000 and i t i s a newspaper directed

very specifically to the black corrjr.unity. Apparently I (20

have given your lordship the wrong figure, i t is more than

that but I do not think anything turns on that. I t is about

115 000.

In April of 1985 Mr Lekota issued a statement saying

i t is a l ie that the UDF is intent on precipitating revolu-

tion. "We are determined to see real change rather than sucn

massacres at Uitenhage". That is in EXHIBIT DA.42, Mr

Lakota's evidence volume 274 page 14 901 line 29 to 14 903

line 26, the distribution of that docuaent is 197 000. Mr

Molefe tes t i f ied that if any individual who was a member (30

of / . .
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of the UDF affiliates, of an UDF affiliate engaged In violence,

if any affiliate of the UDF engaged in or committed violence,

if any individual promoted violence, if any affiliate promo-

ted violence, that that would be contrary to UDF policy.

That-, is volume 250 page 13 314 line 3 to 16 and he said that

he knew of no affiliate of the UDF which was indeed involved

in violent activities. That is volume 251, page 13 466

line 19 to 22. It was put to him that the UDF affiliates

sought to intimate people and particularly to intimidate

councillors in resigning and he rejected it. In volume (10

256 page 13 792 line 9 to 13 793 line 13 he said: "Well,

as far as I am concerned that is not true. It has never

been cart of the policy of the UDF to intimidate people to

resigr.. In fact we have made statements time and again ar.d

we said we would net intimidate anybody, in fact we were

prepared to attend the meetings of those who supported the

coverrjnent and raise questions which we would expect them

to answer. And your lordship will recollect ar.d it will be

referred to later than indeed we have a press report of

a statement issued by Mr Lekota after incidents in Parys. (20

He urged, he issued a public call not to burn people's

houses but rather to boycott. I am informed that that

statement is at EXHIBIT DA.43, and the circulation of that

was 177 000. And also I could refer your lordship in the

most general context to Mr Lekota•s evidence at volume 286

page 15 808, line 27 to 15 809, line 28 and Mr Chikane's

evidence at volume 303, page 17 238 lines 3 to 19.

Mr Molefe also gave evidence to the effect that he knew

of no single violent incident at any meetings of the UDF,

and that an application to oppose a ban on the UDF (30

meeting / ..
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meeting during 1984 the police who motivated for the banning

of the meeting did not suggest that there was ever any violence

at any meeting of the UDF. That was his evidence at volume

250 page 13 343 lines 2 to 12. He said he himself gave

statements through interviews with different newspapers,

at big public meetings which were recorded widely in news-

papers; a*-, big press conferences including both local and

international media, press, TV and radio dealing with these

matters. That is at volume 249, page 13 280 lines 21 to

30. And then it was put to him well, if the UDF affiliates -

(10
perhaps it was not put to him, it may have been., he was

dealing at any rate with the suggestion, I am not sure

whether it was in chief or in cross-examination, but he

was dealing wi^h the suggestion that affiliates by adhering

to the UDF declaration committed themselves to a policy of

violence. That is the central allegation in the state case

and he said this at volume 249 page 13 218, lines 14 to 20.

He said:

"Since its inception the foundation of the policy of

the UDF has always been a commitment to non-violence.(20

It has at all material times made its position very

clear that it would not seek to achieve its objectives

by violent means and in this connection there have been

a number of statements made a number of officials of

the UDF."

Mr Lekota's evidence was generally to the same effect. I

would refer here to Mr Lekota where he said he was not

aware of any incident of violence associated with any meeting

and he had no reports of such incidence. Mr Lekota, volume

299 page 16 946, lines 7 to 13. And he said that violence (30

had / ..
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had never formed part of the programme of the CDF at any

stage that he was associated with it and he said that that

had been made publicly clear at press conferences at the

eve of the national launch, that it had been repeated over

and over some passage - it is Mr Lekota, volume 283, page

15 499, lines 6 to 30, where after referring to the press

conference on the eve of the national launch, he said the

point, had been repeated over and over, sonetirr.es through

my i^cuth, on many other occasions through the rcuth of other

leaders of the United Democratic Front, that the UDF wants(TO

a peaceful solution and that it calls on the government to

call a naticr.al convention of the leaders of the respective

people of our country, to work out an acceptable constitu-

ticr.. That is the approach of the United Democratic Front;

iron its foundation the question of violence was out. That

is why newspapers, editorials and reports cf various kinds

could be written to say that the UDF was a r.cr.-violent

organisation and he went on to poinr. out that r.c thing had

ever been done contrary to that and he said rha- they had

written about it, other people had written abcu^ it, the (20

CDF, knowing that they are a non-violent front. He also

referred on a number of occasions to speeches ~2ie in which

it was made clear that the UDF was not a violent organisa-

tion. Seme of it I have read and I do not war.- to repeat it

but your lordship will find this in Mr Lekcta's evidence,

volume 285, page 15 713, line 22 to 15 714 line 14; volume

285, page 15 720, line 27, to 15 721, line 29; Volume 235

page T5 725, lines 20 to 30,

There is also corroboration of this state-ent through

newspaper reports and meetings. It is not as if this is (30

something / ..
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something which had been manufactured for this case* Mr

Lekota, volume 286, page 15 772, line 14, to 14 773, line 15,

dealt with a meeting which he addressed in Port Elizabeth

on 16 April 1984 and which was reported in the Eastern Pro*

vince Herald where he said after drawing attention to the

forced removal of townships and to the hazards of such a

policy, he says this:

"We must insist on creating avenues of a non-violent

nature and desperately need people with a high level

of social conscience and on an item listed on the (10

agenda as clarification of questions which had arisen

about the organisation, Mr lekota said the UDF is not

a political organisation, but a national front or

alliance to which 570 organisations including civic,

student, community, trade union and sport and cultural

groups currently subscribe. These groups are united

by a conunon belief in working through non-violent

methods towards a non-racial democratic Scuth Africa

where people are not judged by colour but zn their

merit alone." (20

New this was at a public meeting and he went or. to say at

volume 285, page 15 636 line 21 to page 15 637, line 2,

that he recalls that at a number of meetings "I made the

point either that the UDF sought a peaceful set-lement of

the South African problem or that the UDF saw the national

convention as the path of an acceptable settlement. I

would also have made the point that the UDF was a non-

violent organisation."

He very specifically denied that the meetings of the

national executive council were in pursuance of a (30

conspiracy / ..
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conspiracy to overthrow the state by violence in which the

AXC and the SACP were involved and he said that there was

nothing said at any of those meetings he attended which

either concerned itself with the overthrowing of the state

by promoting revolution or by making the country ungovern-

able. That is volume 283, page 15 532, line 25; to page

15 533, line 10- We have the minutes of the meetings

which are prima facie proof of their contents and under the

Criminal Procedure Act are evidence of the proceedings con-

ducted at them. They confirm Mr Lekota's statement. (10

There has been no evidence to show that any such discussions

ever took place. Arid then there is the faci that the

-ee-ings were public, they were advertised, they were open.

All the speeches that we have beer, referred to were speeches

xade at these public -eetir.gs, meetings at which according

tc the evidence, and I will shew your lordship that later,

it was known the police were likely to be present. There

was nothing secret or conspiratorial or behind-the-scenes

going on. People were speaking openly about their feelings

ar.d about their attitudes. Nowhere do we find a pclicy (20

o: overthrowing the state by violence.

Now Mr Lekota put it this way at volume 233, page

15 528, lines 2 to 13. He says:

"Any conspiracy or secret agreement where there are

so many thousands of people would be too public to be

a secret anyway. It would have no future as a secret

because the whole country almost was there. We had

no secret agreements, no secret ager.da; in fact the

purpose of making the meeting so big and inviting

people and so on was precisely so that the decisions (3

and / ..
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and the agreements that were made there must be known

as widely as possible."

He referred to occasions upon which the Rev Allan..or Dr

Boesak had distanced himself from violence because there

has been ? suggestion made that some of Dr Boesak's

speeches should be construed as being violent speeches.

Thare is Mr Lekota's evidence, volume 299, page 16 929,

line 28 to 16 931, line 8; and volume 299, page 16 931

lines 9 to 12.

Mr Chikane's evidence was to the same effect. He (10

denied that the formation of the UDF, that is decision-

raakir.g and implementation of its decisions was tc further

a ccr-spiracy to promote violence or that there was a planned

scher.e for a violent revolution in the Republic. He said

that he knew the UDF to be a non-violent organisation and

that the UDF's position on non-violence was publicly known.

Mr Chikane's evidence , volume 300, page 16 970 , line 1 6

to 16 971, line 8. Now the state has called net a single

witness to suggest that there was air.ongst the people asso-

ciated with it or anor.gst the comunities with which it (20

was working, that there was a perception that the UDF was

a violent organisation. Nobody has come to this court to

say that although the UDF was saying it was not violent,

although the UDF was preaching non-violence, we did not

believe that, we knew it to be a violent organisation. No-

body has said that. That is the argument for the state but

where is the evidence for that? If that: indeed was the

perception of the policy of the UDF, if that was what people

thought about the UDF, why couldn't we have had evidence to

say that its policy was understood in this way; people (30

who / -.
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who had adhered to i t , a f f i l i a t e s knew that when they adhered

K1476 to i t and the a f f i l i a t e s who tooJc pa r t in the organisation

knew tha t t h a t was the policy. None of that has been pro-

duced .

And there was evidence from Mr Chikane at volume 300

at page 16 995, l ines 11 to V5, of having addressed the

meeting at At ter idgevl l le on 15 February 1984, a t which

he had said t ha t even genuine grievances do not justify

violence and he gave evidence about h i s own work in connec-

tion with the school c r i s i s and he said that from time to ("0

time through the press that statements had been made indica-

ting that the committee with which he was associated wanted

to resolve t h i s problem as peacefully as they cculd to try

to bring reconci l ia t ion between teachers and st-dents in

the community. That was in his evidence a t volume 300,

page 17 005 lir.e 4 to 9. There is also his evidence which

confirms a • repor t in the press in volume 300r page 17 006

line 20 to 17 007 line 3, that the United Democratic Front

had invited p r inc ip les , teachers and students to a meeting

intended to c rea te a s p i r i t of co-cperation and under- (20

standing. And then there was a press report on 7 April 1934

in which i t was said - issued again by Mr Chikane on behalf

of the UDF in which i t was said tha t :

"If any group involved in th is At te r idgevi l le situation

i s going to adopt violent methods UDF wil l have no

option but to pull out from the negot ia t ions ."

That i s par t of DA.27- Now Mr Molefe gave evidence about

that and Mr Chikane also gave evidence about i t . Mr Chikar.e's

evidence i s a t volume 300, page 17 007 l ine 4 to 17 008 line

29; and Mr Molefe's evidence is at volume 2 52, page 13 476
(30

Line 23 / . .
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line 23 to 13 477, line 27. Then there was the statement

which was issued in the Sunday Express on 8 April 1984,

in which the evidence is at volume 300, page 17 009 line 19

to 17 010 line 8, in which it was said that the DET has

threatened to close the schools unless the pupils return.

The students say they will not go back to school - that they

will go back to school when their suspended class mates

are reinstated and will then continue negotiations for

SRCs. The stalemate is trying the patience of the United

Democratic Front which has tried to act as the peacemaker, (10

and it says that if we do not do something it is the chil-

dren who lose out. We are afraid it could lead to another

Soweto.

Now in the state case, he should not be trying to get

the children back to school, he should not be trying to remove

the obstacles which stand in the way; he should not be trying

on fr.a state case to urge the Department of Education to take

the children back and to negotiate with them, he should be

encouraging them to stay out so that another uprising could

take place. It is the antithesis of the proposition put (20

forward by the state.

COURT: What is the exhibit number?

MR CHA5KALSON: I have the passage, a1 lord, I would have to

find the exhibit number. We are going to check it and I

will give it to your lordship. Now Mr Chikane also iden-

tified EXHIBIT AAB.1 as notes..

COURT: AAB - for Ben?

MR CEASKALSON: Yes. AAb - for Ben. There are certain

notes which he used to make a speech which is referred to

in The Eye newspaper or newsletter and his notes record (30

this / ..
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this:

"Our future is in our hands. Corruption, terrorism

can never be tolerated. Police are not our enemy but

people who have to execute the law. There are people

who have t.o maintain order and ours is to see that there

is only one order."

He gave evidence about that ra'lord, volume 300, page 17 026

line 24 to page 17 029 line 21.

Can I go back to the Sunday Express. I am informed

by Mr Marcus who has consulted the record that the arti- (1C

cle from the Sunday Express was read into the"record, it was

not handed in.

Now there is the evidence of the speech in which he

says terrorism can never be tolerated, the policy' are not

our enemy, people who have to maintain the law. How is that

consistent with the state case. Now there were- ether witnesses

who cave evidence about this. There was Dr Motlana who

testified that: he attended the conference and -he rally at

which the UDF was launched and he was asked whether he

believed that violence was going tc be used in order to (20

achieve any of the objects set out in the declaration and

his answer was: "Violence was not even discussed. I did

not believe that it was the purpose of that rally and launch

to bring about change through violence. It was a peaceful

meeting which would adopt peaceful means to adopt these

purposes. That was his evidence at volume 417 page 24 432

line 1 to 10. iMfclord, I would check that but Mr Bizos tells

me that his recollection is that that was never challenged.

I was not in court at the time but we will cull the record

again to see if we can find any challenge of that. Dr (30

Motlana / ..
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MotIana was asked whether at any of the meetings attended

by him he heard of any secret agenda in which it was suggest-

ed that the objects of the UDF might be achieved by violent

means and he said, his answer was: Most certainly not. He

said that there had never been any suggestion at any of

the aeecings that he attended that there was a secret agenda

for the UDF to achieve its objects by violent -eans. His

evidence is at volume 417, page 24 435 line 7 to 19. He

said -that he never heard it being advocated on any occasion

by people within the UDF that violence was the r.eans by (10

which the UDF would achieve its objects. That was at volume

417 page 24 451, lines 25 to 29. He was asked about the

attitude of the Soweto Civic Association to violence that

was taking place intermittently in Soweto since 1976 and his

answer at volume 417, page 24 425 line 23 to 24 426 and I

have lost the line number but it is just over the page -

I car. read your lordship the extract. He says:

"We were unhappy with this sometimes what ve thought

was mindless violence. We could understand the anger

of many of these young people but we certainly could (20

not condone it. We shared the views of our chaplain

the Arch Bishop Tutu for instance when he publicly

and roundly condemned the necklacing of one young

woman in Delmas. I myself participated in -he saving

of two or three lives. I remember coining to the rescue

of one young man who was being almost murdered at

Regina Mundi because someone had identified him as a

police informer. I remember being at the Diepkloof

hall when one teacher whose name I still remember was

almost stabbed to death. I had to come between these{30

young / ..
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young people and the teacher and I can say without

fear of contradicition that I saved his life, so we

have been exposed to these kinds of violence and many

of us in the civic association among the priesthood

have been irvolved in our attempts to stop this kind

of violence."

That is volume 417 page 24 425 line 23 to - I gave your

lordship the reference, to 24 426, unchallenged I am told.

Then it was put to Dr Motlana in cross-examination that there

was nothing in the declaration and working principles to (10

indicate that the UDF was purely a non-violent organisation

and his answer was, and the passage is - I will get your

lordship the passage. It is omitted but I will have it by

tomorrow morning. He said this:

"I do not know where counsel gets that frcm. My own

interpretation as a member of the UDF at the head of

an organisation that supports the UDF, my interpretation

of its principles, of its programme of action, is that

they are of an entirely peaceful organisation."

and when he was pressed on this point that there was {20

nothing which said as much in the declaration or the working

principles, he said he never was a call upon the UDF to state

in those words, so many words that it was a non-violent

organisation. The assumption in this country would be that

no org-anisation or trade union or civic association could

be formed in this country that could even by a stretch of

imagination embark upon any policy that will be interpreted

. as violence. I think none of that was challenged either.

Now I am about to embark upon another section.

COURT: Yes, we have a slight credit from yesterday so we (20

will / ..
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will use some of that up today. it

MR CHASKALSON: As your lordship pleases. ; ^v

THE COURT ADJOURNS UNTIL 10 AUGUST 1988
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